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The Implications of European Neighbourhood Policy 

in the Context of Border Controls 
 

 (Readmission Agreements, Visa Policy, Human Rights) 
 
 
 
Foreword 
 
This introduction outlines the scope of the study (1), its structure (2) and the method deployed 
in writing the paper as well as suggestions as to how to read it, depending on reader’s 
background and interest (3). This is done so in order to give readers instruments to help 
navigate the document which is, I admit, unusually long and, at time, necessarily repetitive, 
given the very nature of some of the EU documents examined, for instance, readmission 
agreements, the form and content of which are, as will be shown, very often—but not 
always—akin.  
 
 
1. The aim and scope of the study 
 
In May 2004, the Commission presented its European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). Cut to 
the bone, the ENP has three main objectives: enhancing co-operation in the political field as 
well as in security matters and social-economic development in a way that is distinct from EU 
membership.1 There are 16 countries involved: Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Egypt, 
Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Moldova, Morocco, Occupied Palestinian Territory, 
Syria, Tunisia and Ukraine. However, it is unfortunate, in many ways, that no Action Plan has 
yet been concluded between the EU and Algeria, Belarus, Syria and Libya, countries that are, 
for various reasons, vital for the overall credibility, if not success, of the ENP. They will, 
therefore, not be included in this analysis. Moreover, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, the Russian Federation, Republic of Albania, Republic of 
Montenegro and Republic of Serbia are not, formally, part of the ENP. Yet, some of the 
policies targeted to the neighbourhood policy partners are operating there, too. In this light, 
for instance, the provisions on readmission and visa facilitation—two issues that are often 
interdependent—negotiated between these countries and the EU are worth studying because, I 
think, a comparison with what occurs within the ENP might spark interesting nuances.   
 
It will not be an easy task though to define such a coherent policy particularly when one needs 
to reconcile the aims of external relations with those of justice and home affairs. On the one 

                                                 
1 For a genealogy of the policy, see, inter alia, European Commission, Wider Europe – Neighbourhood: A New Framework 
for Relations with our Eastern and Southern Neighbours. Brussels, COM(2003) 104 final, 11 March 2003; European 
Commission, European Neighbourhood Policy. Strategy Paper. Brussels, 12 May 2004, COM(2004) 373 Final; European 
Parliament; Report on ‘Wider Europe – Neighbourhood: A New Framework for Relations with our Eastern and Southern 
Neighbours. Brussels, PE 329-290 (Committee on Foreign Affairs, Human Rights, Common Security and Defence Policy – 
Rapporteur: Pasqualina Napoletano), 12 November 2003; European Parliament. Resolution on the European Neighbourhood 
Policy. Strasbourg, 19 January, 2004/2166 (INI); Patten Christopher, Solana Javier Wider Europe, 2002; Prodi, Romano, A 
Wider Europe – A Proximity Policy as the key to stability. Brussels, 6th ECSA-World Conference”, 5-6 December 2002; 
Letter from Ana Lindh and Leif Pagrotsky to Josep Piqué, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Spain. Stockholm, 8 March 2002; 
Verheugen, Gunter. EU Enlargement and the Union’s Neighbourhood Policy. Diplomatic Academy, Moscow, 27 October, 
available from: http://europa.eu.int/comm/world/enp/pdf/Verheugen-Russia-EU_Enlargement_and_the_Union_en.pdf 
(accessed June 2005).   
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hand, openness - including a degree of liberalization of movement of persons from the 
neighbouring countries in view of reinforcing good neighbourly relations - is called for, while 
on the other hand, the need to strictly implement the Schengen acquis on border controls and 
visa regimes is emphasized. One major challenge now for Eastern and Southern neighbours is 
how to convince the EU that they can be good partners in complying with the objectives of 
Schengen by cooperating with the EU in controls on who crosses the EU’s external borders. 
 
The EU's Border Management and Control policy is to establish common standards with 
regard to border management at the Union's external borders to enable thus an area of 
freedom, security and justice without control at internal borders for persons, whatever their 
nationality, within the European Union. This need to be seen in a wider context and it covers 
aspects of international cooperation as this is indispensable to ensure the smooth running of 
the system particularly concerning activities in and arrangements with countries of origin and 
transit, whereby the focus would first be on the issuing of visa and other consular issues as 
well as readmission/return matters (dialogue on migration and asylum). There is the technical 
border cooperation with neighbouring countries (e.g. new neighbours in the east) as well as 
traditional trading and political partnerships (e.g. the US and Canada), the intention of which 
is to enhance security but also to create a smoother system of managing borders and 
anticipating problems. 
 
Though one of the components of the ENP is security and therefore the cooperation in the 
fight against terrorism and cross-border crime, the scope of this Ad-Hoc Paper will be on 1st 
Pillar measures and its Justice and Home Affairs (JHA) components which are relevant to 
the EU's rapport with its neighbours, namely: visa policy, common border management 
and the control of illegal immigration. 
 
2. Structure of the Study 
 
The Study is divided in four parts, each fulfilling a list of specific—assigned— objectives. 
Chapter I— Provisions on Common Border Management, Illegal Migration and Visa 
Policy—offers a comprehensive account of the provisions which relate to visa policy, 
common border management and the control of illegal immigration. The different countries 
are organized alphabetically. First, this provides the reader with the possibility to have, in one 
document, information that is actually spread across dozens of documents, and, more 
surprisingly, under different headings, depending on the paper. Second, putting together 
policy commitments by topic and by country in one single text paves the way for a focused 
comparison among the documents at hand. Finally, this prepares the ground for a critical 
analysis and the policy recommendations that follow.  
 
Chapter II—Institutional Relations and Readmission Agreements—asks a simple, but 
puzzling question: does the European Parliament have a full say on all the matters at stake? 
To what extent, for instance, where relevant, does the European Parliament have “avis 
conforme”? In this light, I examine Article 300 TEC and the derogation, if any, that apply. 
Finally, the chapter provides possible ways forward and three policy recommendations. 
 
Chapter III—Readmission Agreements, Visa Policy, Human Rights: An Assessment—is the 
heart of the paper as it studies, at great length, the sakes of the policies and, tries as much as 
possible, to suggest focused strategies in order to circumvent the current difficulties that affect 
their full development.  
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Chapter IV—References—offers a full list of references on the ENP, in order to assist readers 
should s/he wishes to extend her or his knowledge of the topic. In particular, it comprises a 
full scientific bibliography, including articles, reference books, policy briefs and working 
documents. 
 
 
3. Method and How to Read this Paper  
 
The study builds its analyses on the basis of work done by the EU institutions, particularly 
Commission reports, Action Plans, Council Regulations, European Parliament reports and 
Council Decisions.2 In other words, I have dwelled on academic work, only occasionally, in 
writing this paper. The choice itself is dictated by the nature of the paper as much as by the 
specifications received from the EP. In chapter two, for example, EU documents are quoted at 
length to provide the reader with the original gist of the provisions. These citations are 
indented. This opens the door for a more nuanced or critical approach which is broadened in 
chapter three. Finally, I have tried, as much as I could, to write in “plain English”, thus 
avoiding jargon.  
 
How, then, to read the paper? Because readers usually have disparate interests in 
monographs that cut across different types of data, the paper is written so as to be read à la 
carte. In other words, although its constitutive ideas are cumulative as the argument unfolds, 
each chapter of the ad hoc briefing paper can be regarded as relatively freestanding. In this 
light, those who are familiar with issues dealt with in any of the chapters, could skip it and go 
straight to what is most relevant for their work. In this light, the substantive chapters (2, 3 and 
4) are rounded off with a list of policy recommendations, from which the general line of the 
argument could be traced. The reader might, therefore, start from there.   
 
 
 
Chapter I— Provisions on Common Border Management, Illegal Migration and Visa 
Policy  
 
The relationships between the EU and its neighbours are organized around Action Plans. For 
the purpose of this paper, I define an Action Plan as a commonly agreed framework 
containing the list of policies upon which the EU and ENP partners decide to cooperate. More 
decisively, however, Action Plans condition not only what to do, but also how to do it. In 
other words, they are both descriptive and prescriptive, documents. The development of 
Action Plans follows the principle of differentiation, meaning that each agreement is carved 
out in order to meet the demands and expectations of each partner. This explains, if only in 
part, why countries belonging to the same region, neither enjoy the same kind of relationship 
with the EU and nor, as a consequence, necessarily have the same type of Action Plan.  
 

                                                 
2 Unless indicated otherwise, these documents are mainly extracted from the following website which contains most of the 
institutional legal output on the subject:http://ec.europa.eu/world/enp/documents_en.htm 
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Armenia 
 
Common border management  
 

Envisage a “BOMCA type” technical assistance programme in the Southern Caucasus region in order 
to develop regional co-operation between relevant law enforcement bodies (State Border Service, 
Police, migration services and Customs).3 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Initiate a dialogue on readmission at EU level which could possibly lead to an EC-Armenia 
readmission agreement; exchange of experience and expertise about the practical implications of such 
an agreement; pending the negotiation of an EC agreement on readmission, enhance practical 
cooperation with EU Member States; 
 
Develop cooperation with international organisations and relevant agencies of main countries of 
origin, transit and destination in order to manage migration processes.4  

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Exchange of information on visa issues; 
 
Cooperate to improve security of travel documents and visa in conformity with international 
standards, including the introduction of biometric in passports;  
 
Establish within existing PCA5 mechanisms, a dialogue on migration issues including prevention and 
fight against illegal immigration, readmission of own nationals, stateless persons and third country 
nationals and visa issues.6 

 
 
Azerbaijan 
 
Common border management  
 

Develop a comprehensive education and training strategy on border management, including improved 
understanding of Schengen rules and standards; 
 
Enhance the efficiency of Azerbaijan law enforcement authorities (Police, State Border Service, 
Customs) through the provision of modern equipment, adequate infrastructures, facilities and training 
in order to increase in particular the effectiveness of border crossing checkpoints. 
 
Further develop regional co-operation between relevant law enforcement bodies (State Border 
Service, Police, migration services and Customs).7 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange of information and best practices on migration…and prevention and control of illegal 
migration; 

                                                 
3 EU-Armenia Action Plan, 14 December 2006, p. 26. 
4 Ibidemn, p. 27. 
5 PCA : Partnership and Cooperation Agreement. 
6 Ibidem, pp. 27-28. 
7 EU-Azerbaijan Action Plan, 14 November 2006, pp. 13-14. 
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Initiate a dialogue on readmission which could possibly lead in the future to an EC-Azerbaijan 
agreement in this area; exchange of experience and expertise about the practical implications of such 
agreement; 
 
Develop cooperation on reintegration of returned…illegal migrants; 
 
Develop cooperation with international organisations and relevant agencies of main countries of 
origin, transit and destination in order to manage migration processes.8 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Exchange views on visa issues; 
 
Establish with existing PCA mechanisms a dialogue on migration issues including: i) prevention and 
fight against illegal migration; ii) readmission of own nationals, stateless persons and third country 
nationals; iii) visa issues. 
 
Cooperate to improve security of travel documents and visa in conformity with international 
standards.9 

 
 
Egypt 
 
Common border management 
 

Develop cooperation between relevant law enforcement bodies in Egypt and in the EU, and initiate 
appropriate technical contacts with FRONTEX (European Border Agency). 
 
Cooperation in reinforcing organisational capacities of controlling and surveillance of entry and exit 
points, including ad hoc training.10  

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange of information and expertise on migratory movements, illegal migration including the scale 
of illegal immigration into and via Egypt. 
 
Pursue and support effort to prevent and counter illegal migration into Egypt and the European 
Union. 
 
Develop a dialogue and cooperation to curb illegal migration flows, including in the regional context. 
 
Develop the cooperation between Egypt and EU on readmission, including negotiating readmission 
agreements between the parties…11 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Cooperate in the field of improving the movement of persons, including to facilitate the uniform visa 
procedures for certain agreed categories of persons as stated in the Association Agreement and in 
accordance with the acquis. 

                                                 
8 Ibidem, p. 14. 
9 Ibidem, pp. 14-15. 
10 EU-Egypt Action Plan, 6 March 2007,  p. 29. 
11 Ibidem, p. 29. 
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Cooperate to improve security of travel documents and visa in conformity with the ICAO standards.12 

 
 
Georgia 
 
Common border management  
 

Enhance inter-agency cooperation among State authorities involved in border management as well as 
cooperation with neighbouring countries, including proper border delimitation, demarcation and 
control. Full implementation of existing and planned multilateral and bilateral border cooperation 
agreements and protocols. 
 
Develop a comprehensive education and training strategy on border management for the relevant 
Georgian agencies, including improved understanding of the Schengen rules and standards; 
 
Enhance efficiency of Georgian relevant authorities (Police, State Border Service, Customs) notably 
through providing modern equipment, adequate infrastructure, facilities and appropriate training in 
order to increase the security of the Georgian borders and the effectiveness of border crossing 
checkpoints;  
 
Adopt and implement a strategy for an integrated system of border management…; 
 
Continue cooperation with the team based in Tbilisi under the EU Special Representative for the 
Southern Caucasus including on issues related to Standard Operational Procedures (SOPs) 
 
Elaboration of a “BOMCA type” technical assistance programme in Southern Caucasus region in 
order to develop cooperation between relevant law enforcement bodies (State Border Service, Police, 
Migration service and Customs).13 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange of information and best practices on…illegal migration; 
 
Strengthen the dialogue and cooperation in preventing and fighting against illegal migration, which 
could possibly lead in the future to an EC-Georgia agreement on readmission; exchange of 
experience and expertise about the practical implications of such an agreement; 
 
Develop cooperation with international organisations and relevant agencies of main countries of 
origin, transit and destination in order to manage migration processes.14 

 
 
Visa policy 
 
Exchange of information on visa issues; 
 

Cooperate to improve security travel documents and visa in conformity with international standards; 
 
Enhanced dialogue on migration issues including: a) prevention and fight against illegal migration; b) 
readmission of own nationals, stateless persons and third country nationals; iii) visa issues.15 

 
 
                                                 
12 Ibidem, p. 30. 
13 EU-Georgia Action Plan, 14 November 2006, p. 18. 
14 EU-Georgia Action Plan, p. 19. 
15 Ibidem, p. 20. 
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Israel 
 
The provisions on justice and home affairs are prefaced by the specific acknowledgement that 
Israel, by contrast to the other ENP partners, is a democratic society.16 In this sense, it deserves to 
be treated differently, that is, more favourably.  
 
Common border management  
 
There are no policy commitments in this domain. This is probably because Israel is not on the 
negative list of countries whose citizens require a visa to enter into the EU.17  
 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange of information on illegal migration, including transit migration. 
 
Identify the conditions to invite Israel as participant/observer in the activities organised in the 
framework of EU programmes on migration issues (ARGO, AENEAS).18 

 
 
Visa policy 
 
There are no policy commitments in this domain. The reason put forward above applies.  
 
 
Jordan 
 
Common border management  
 

Exchange of information and practices on EU standards concerning border management. 
 
Develop regional co-operation between relevant law enforcement bodies.19 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange of information on…illegal migration. 
 
Discussion on the possibility of co-operation on transit migration.20 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Develop visa co-operation, including the possible adaptation of visa systems, the visa and travel 
documents issuing procedure including their security. 
 
In order to facilitate the circulation of persons, examine within the context of existing structures, the 
possibility of facilitating visa issuing (simplified and accelerated procedures in conformity with the 
acquis).21 

                                                 
16 EU-Israel Action Plan, December 2004, p. 14. 
17 On EU visa policy, see Didier Bigo and Elspeth Guild, « La mise à l’écart des étrangers: la logique du visa Schengen », 
Cultures & Conflits, n°49 and 50. Retrieved from http://www.conflits.org/sommaire32.html (January 2004). 
18 EU-Israel Action Plan, p. 15. 
19 EU-Jordan Action Plan, p. 16. 
20 Ibidem, p. 15. 
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Lebanon 
 
Common border management  
 
Lebanon has one of the most comprehensive lists of initiatives on border management. It 
includes: 
 

Develop a strategy for an integrated system of Border Management, enhancing international 
cooperation, in particular with regard to the implementation of a common risk strategy and to the 
coordination of controls, as well as cooperation with neighbouring countries, including proper 
demarcation. 
 
Improve the administrative capacity at border crossing checkpoints; develop effective surveillance 
along the green and the blue border; ensure provision of training, modern equipment, adequate 
infrastructure and facilities. 
 
Develop a comprehensive education and training strategy with regard to border management matters. 
 
Develop cross border and regional co-operation between relevant law enforcement agencies (police, 
border guards, migration and asylum services and customs) 
 
Initiate contacts for cooperation at the operational and technical level between Lebanon border 
authorities and FRONTEX.22 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange information and experiences on illegal migration including the scale of illegal immigration 
into and via Lebanon and monitor migratory movements; review politics for the return of migrants in 
an illegal situation; support activities to prevent and counter illegal migration, including by sea. 
 
Strengthen cooperation with the EU, countries of the region and countries of origin to prevent and 
fight illegal migration; ensure close coordination with actions concerning countries of origin. 
 
Exchange information and cooperate on transit migration. 

 
Improve cooperation between the EU and Lebanon on all forms of readmission including the 
possibility of negotiating a readmission agreement between Lebanon and the EC and its Member 
States.23 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Cooperate on facilitating the movement of persons in conformity with the EU acquis, in particular 
examining the scope for facilitating visa procedures for short stay for some categories of persons 
travelling to Europe and vice-versa. 
 
Cooperate to improve the security of travel documents and visas in conformity with international 
standards. 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
21 Ibidem, pp. 15-16. 
22 EU-Lebanon Action Plan, May 2006, p. 19. 
23 EU-Lebanon Action Plan, p. 18. 
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Cooperate on consular affairs and issuing of travel documents.24 
 
 
Moldova 
 
Common border management  
 

Implement the Concept on Border Control adopted on 4 December 2003, in particular the 
transformation of the Border Guards into a law enforcement agency, and make necessary 
amendments to national legislation. 
 
Enhance inter-agency co-operation (among authorities involved in state border management) as well 
as co-operation with neighbouring countries, including border demarcation and the conclusion of co-
operation agreements. 
 
Start developing a comprehensive education and training strategy on state border management, 
including improved understanding of Schengen rules and standards. 
 
Enhance equipment and develop infrastructure for efficient state border management.25 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange information concerning, and assess the scale of, illegal migration in the EU and Moldova, 
including the establishment of an electronic database for the monitoring of migration flows to, via 
and from Moldova. 
 
Further alignment of domestic legislation with EU standards in order to criminalise illegal migration. 
 
Initiate a dialogue on readmission in the perspective of concluding a readmission agreement between 
Moldova and EU, taking into account the human dimension and the socio-economic aspects. 
 
Encourage Moldova to conclude readmission agreements with the main countries of origin and 
transit. 
 
Explore the possibility of inviting Moldova to participate in or observe the activities organised in the 
framework of the EU programmes on migration (ARGO, AENEAS).26 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Exchange of views on Schengen procedures and initiate a dialogue on the possibilities of visa 
facilitation in compliance with the acquis. 
 
Dialogue and exchange of views on visa co-operation (criteria and the procedure for the issue of 
visas). 
 
Dialogue on document security.27 

 

                                                 
24 Ibidem. 
25 EU-Moldova Action Plan, 22 February 2005, pp. 30-31. 
26 EU-Moldova Action Plan, pp. 29-30. 
27 Ibidem, p. 30. 
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Morocco 
 
Common border management  
 

Strengthen organisational and institutional capacity for border control and surveillance of entry and 
exit areas. 
 
Accelerate the four strands of the MEDA programme for the management of migration controls…: a) 
institutional support for strengthening the national strategy, b) support to staff training, c) equipment 
in priority geographical zones, d) awareness-raising among a target audience in the regions and social 
groups most affected. 
 
Reinforce regional cooperation in the management of border controls.28 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange information and dialogue on illegal migration; practical support for activities to prevent 
illegal migration. 
 
Assistance in implementing the strategy to combat illegal immigration, in particular through 
cooperation with the Migration and Border Surveillance Directorate. 
 
Develop a regional cooperation formula for the prevention of illegal migration. 
 
EU action upstream with regard to countries of transit and origin and implementation of the ACP 
agreements, in particular regarding readmission.29 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Develop cooperation in the area of visas. 
 
In order to facilitate the movement of persons, examine, within the existing structures, the 
possibilities for facilitating, simplifying and speeding up procedures for the issue of visas in line with 
the acquis. 
 
Cooperate with a view to making travel documents and visas more secure.30 

 
 
Tunisia 
 
Common border management 
  

Build organisational and institutional capacity for border control and surveillance of entry exist areas; 
 
Exchange information and experience of border management systems between all competent 
structures and provide European experience and expertise; 
 
Develop a border training strategy; 
 
Develop regional cooperation between authorities dealing with border management (police, border 
police, migration and asylum services/authorities and customs); 
 

                                                 
28 EU-Morocco Action Plan, July 2005, p. 22. 
29 Ibidem, p. 21. 
30 EU-Morocco Action Plan, p. 21. 
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Improve the administrative capacity of the Tunisian border police by improving equipment and 
facilities at border checkpoints.31 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Exchange of information and dialogue on illegal migration in order to promote active cooperation; 
 
Support implementation of a comprehensive, coherent and balanced strategy for combating illegal 
migration; 
 
Build operational and intervention capacity of land and sea border surveillance and control units, 
including in the context of improved regional and sub-regional cooperation. 
 
Initiate a dialogue on return and readmission with a view to concluding a readmission agreement with 
the EU, taking account of the human dimension, socio-economic aspects and back-up measures.32 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Establish an open and constructive dialogue between Tunisia and the EU on visas, including ways of 
facilitating visa issue procedures; 
 
In order to facilitate the movement of persons, examine, within the existing structures, possibilities 
for facilitating, simplifying and speeding up the visa issue procedures for certain jointly agreed 
categories of persons in accordance with the acquis.33 
 
Make travel documents and visas more secure.34 

 
 
Ukraine 
 
The area of Justice, Freedom and Security enjoys a peculiar status in EU-Ukraine relations. 
This confirms, if need be, the importance of JHA for EU cooperation with its neighbours. In 
fact, it is embodied by a specific Action Plan, signed on 12 December 2001, subsequently 
revised in 2005. The EU-Ukraine Action Plan on Freedom, Security and Justice covers all the 
main items of EU justice and home affairs and brings with it a scoreboard, which monitors the 
progress achieved. Further, Ukraine has also signed another agreement on readmission, in 
2007. It could therefore be said that Ukraine has, as it stands, one of—if not the most—
developed programme of cooperation with the EU in the field of JFS. 
 
 
Common border management  
 

Adopt, develop and implement an integrated border management strategy; 
 
Enhance inter-agency cooperation among State authorities involved in border management, including 
the clear division of responsibilities and competencies of all agencies. Strengthen the institutional and 
administrative framework and the capacity to implement border controls as well as improving border 
surveillance; 
 

                                                 
31 EU-Tunisia Action Plan, 4 July 2005, p. 21. 
32 Ibidem, p. 20. 
33 Ibidem. 
34 Ibidem, p. 21. 
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Improve the existing legal framework and procedures of integrated border management in particular 
at border crossing points; 
 
Support the process of delimitation and demarcation of Ukrainian borders that are presently not 
demarcated according to international standards; 
 
Support the setting up of a system of mobile Border Guard units, both at the border and covering the 
in-land territory; 
 
Continue support for improvements of border crossing points, in particular through exploring the 
advantages of a joint use of infrastructure; 
 
Review recruitment procedures for the State Border Guards Service and existing staffing system. 
Reduce as quickly as possible the use of conscripts for carrying out border management tasks; 
 
Develop basic and specialised training for staff involved in border management functions; 
 
Strengthen cooperation on issues regarding border management and improve cooperation between the 
units on the common border. Facilitate the exchange of information by introducing a system of joint 
contact offices; 
 
Develop working arrangements on operational cooperation with FRONTEX, including evaluation, 
analysis and management of risks; 
 
Continue cooperation with Moldova on border issues and with the EU Border Assistance Mission on 
the Ukraine-Moldova border; 
 
Engage actively in, and ensure practical follow-up to, the trilateral expert talks on border related 
issues involving Ukraine, Moldova and the European Commission.35 

 
 
Control of illegal immigration 
 

Develop an appropriate legislative framework related to migration management; 
 
Establish the State Migration Service of Ukraine in order to ensure an adequate intra-agency 
cooperation at central, regional and local levels through the combination of existing structures; 
 
Conclude the EC-Ukraine readmission agreement with a view to entry into force at the same time and 
parallel implementation with the EC-Ukraine Agreement on facilitation of the issuance of visas; 
monitor implementation of the readmission agreement in the joint readmission committee under this 
agreement; 
 
Discuss statistical key data and information on migration management, including illegal migration 
and best practices; 
 
Assess the scale of illegal migration via Ukraine and monitor migratory movements. 
 
Elaborate risk assessment and participate in international assessments on flow of illegal migrants of 
relevance for Ukraine and systems of early prevention of illegal migration; 
 
Ensure appropriate conditions in detention centres for illegal migrants; ensure compliance with 
European standards of the administrative legislation in respect of persons detained for illegally 
crossing the Ukrainian border; ensure appropriate judicial control over all decisions on detention 
longer than 72 hours; 
 

                                                 
35 Revised EU-Ukraine Action Plan on Freedom, Security and Justice, 2005, pp. 4-5. 
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Examine with EU Member States and the Commission possibilities for cooperation to improve the 
management of migration flows, including the assessment of statistics and measures to fight illegal 
migration; 
 
Increase participation in regional and international migration-related cooperation networks and fora.36 

 
 
Visa policy 
 

Conclude the EC-Ukraine Agreement on facilitation of the issuance of visas with a view to entry into 
force at the same time and parallel implementation with the EC-Ukraine readmission agreement; 
recognise that the introduction of a visa free travel regime for the citizens of Ukraine is a long term 
perspective; 
 
Encourage EU Member States to apply the common consular instructions as regards the documents to 
be submitted when applying for short-stay visas; 
 
Establish an online connection between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, border crossing points, the 
Ministry of Interior and diplomatic missions and consular posts abroad, supported by a National Visa 
Register; 
 
Implement decisions already taken on limiting the number of documents accepted for entry into 
Ukraine by citizens of third countries.37 

 
 
 
Chapter II—Institutional Relations and Readmission Agreements 
 
Before we get into the examination of readmission agreements, it could be useful to start with 
a brief presentation of how it is carved out, by whom? Thus, this chapter is most concerned 
with the role of institutions (European Parliament, the Commission, the Council and Member 
States) in readmission agreements, as I believe it raises various problems such as transparency 
and accountability. I work on two fronts. In the first, I examine the legal basis for 
international agreements between the Council and third countries. The second discusses the 
issues that remain to be addressed for a more effective democratic functioning of EU 
institutions, in a field which, after all, affects the life of the Union as a whole. 
 
 
Section 1. The Legal Bases and Their Limits 
 
Readmissions agreements are very specific cases of international commitments taken by the 
Community. The legal basis of Readmission agreements is Article 63 para 3 lit. b) and Article 
300 TEC. On the one hand, Article 63 para. 3 lit. b) sets out that: “The Council, acting in 
accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 67, shall, within a period of five years 
after the entry into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam, adopt: (3) measures on immigration 
policy within the following areas… (b) illegal immigration and illegal residence, including 
repatriation of illegal residents.” On the other hand, Article 300 TEC provides more specific 
rules on the “power sharing”, in this context. Indeed, after the Nice Treaty, the scope of the 
article was substantially amended and the respective roles of different institutions put into 
perspective. As a consequence, the European Parliament was given more power under the 
new framework, by allowing it to seize the European Court of Justice, should it deem it 

                                                 
36 Ibidem, pp. 3-4. 
37 Revised EU-Ukraine Action Plan on Freedom, Security and Justice, p. 5. 
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necessary. In the context of readmission agreements, thus, paragraph 3 of article 300, seems 
more relevant. It runs thus:  
 

 
The Council shall conclude agreements after consulting the European Parliament, except for the 
agreements referred to in Article 133(3), including cases where the agreement covers a field for 
which the procedure referred to in Article 251 or that referred to in Article 252 is required for the 
adoption of internal rules. The European Parliament shall deliver its opinion within a time limit which 
the Council may lay down according to the urgency of the matter. In the absence of an opinion within 
that time limit, the Council may act. 

 
 
Though it may be argued the role of the European Parliament is stronger today than it used to 
be, it remains weaker than in the internal arena, for instance. Be that as it may, the function of 
the European Parliament varies, depending on the subject matter of the international 
agreement. For instance, the European Parliament, we know, has no role whatsoever on the 
external trade relations (article 133.3 TEC). By contrast, the assent of the European 
Parliament is required for four types of agreements:  
 

Association agreements concluded on the basis of Art. 310; 
 
Agreements which organize cooperation procedures with the other party or parties to the agreement 
through the establishment of an institutional framework;  
 
Agreements having important budgetary implications for the Community; 
 
Agreements which amend an act of internal Community legislation adopted under the codecision 
procedure referred to in Art. 251.38 

 
 
The problem, however, is that the European Parliament is not formally involved at the 
negotiation stage of readmission agreements, for example, although the Commission often 
tries to inform it on the ongoing talks. Put bluntly, this means that it knows what the 
Commission wants it to know. This ‘democratic deficit’ is detrimental to the credibility of the 
external action of the Union. In addition, the fact that the European Parliament is not fully 
involved at earlier stages of the agreements make it difficult for it to introduce amendments at 
later steps, as the building blocks of the agreement have been agreed upon at the international 
level. Finally, the European Parliament has no power when it comes to the follow-up or 
assessment of the policy, which is completely bestowed upon a Committee of readmission 
(Commission assisted by experts plus third-countries representatives).  
 
Moreover, the current procedure has not solved the question as to whether the treaty-making 
of the Community in the domain of readmission is of an exclusive or of a concurrent kind. M. 
Schieffer argues that the answer to this question very much depends on “whether the 
conclusion of a readmission agreement is ‘necessary’ or indispensable for the repatriation of 
illegal residents, i.e., for attaining one of the Community objectives.”39 From the literature 
and practices of readmission agreements, one finds answer leaning to both sides of the 
arguments. Indeed, in some cases, Member States still retain the power to conclude 
readmission agreements with third-countries. In others, the Community takes the lead. While 

                                                 
38 See G. M. Zagel, ‘Article 300 TEC on Agreements between the Community and One or More Member States or 
International Organizations.’ 
39 M. Schieffer, ‘Community Readmission Agreements with Third Countries,’ p. 350. 
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such a posture might seem flexible, it is unhelpful and incoherent. It blurs the image of the 
policy vis-à-vis third-countries. 
 
 
Section 2. Policy Recommendations 
 

• Readmission agreements should become the exclusive competence of the Community, 
as the aim it pursues—the fight against illegal migration—cannot be carried out 
effectively by Member States, individually. 

 
• The formal involvement of the European Parliament at earlier stages of the 

negotiations should be sought. 
 

• Receiving information from the Commission and building own information, are not 
the same. Thus, the European Parliament should be more proactive, if not demanding, 
in seeking information on ongoing negotiations.  

 
• The European Parliament should also be involved in the assessment of, or amendment 

to the agreements. In this light, it should be included in the Committee for readmission 
established by the different agreements. 

 
 
 
Chapter III—Readmission Agreements, Visa Policy, Human Rights: An Assessment 
 
On Wednesday 16th January 2008, dozens of Ukrainian blocked the traffic at the border 
between Ukraine and Poland, angered by the new visa regime that entered into force 
following the expansion of the Schengen area eastward.40 They found the new rules for visas 
issuing cumbersome and the price of the visa extremely prohibitive. Although this was a 
rather modest group of protesters (about forty), it managed to block more than a hundred of 
trucks for hours, thus obstructing the normal flow of people and goods. What is more, these 
events demonstrate, contrary to what is often held, is that the demarcation of borders, 
however its nature, always affects the lives of those working and living on either side of the 
line; sometimes dramatically.  
 
The question of border is inevitably coupled with the issue of visa regime. Clearly, then, the 
challenge of the ENP is, primarily, to alleviate the concerns of its neighbours that the new 
policy will not affect their relationships with former allies nor lead to a stringent approach as 
regards free movement of persons. The other challenge, equally important for the EU, is to 
ensure that the flexibility introduced in border management, for instance, is fair and balanced 
enough to contain and deter illegal migration. Few, of course, will disagree that this is a tricky 
position to uphold. 
 
This section aims to examine the outstanding problems on principles and negotiation in ENP 
in the implementation of various JHA instruments, including readmission agreements and visa 
regime, as they relate to the control of illegal migration. In short, it aims to address the 
enduring puzzles of border management raised by the ENP. The section is thus organized as 
follows: First, it discusses the readmission agreements concluded between the EU and ENP 

                                                 
40 The Associated Press, January 2008. 
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partners and beyond, i.e. including the Russian Federation. Here, it is argued that readmission 
agreements, if not monitored carefully, could lead to human right abuses as people could be 
returned to countries that are far from human-rights friendly.  Second, the section presents and 
critically examines the provisions that constitute the EU visa regime, focusing on their 
implications on the neighbours.  
 
 
Section I. Readmission Agreements: Principles, Cases, Problems 
 
This part comprises the institutional context of readmission agreements (1.1.); a list of 
readmission agreements signed to date (1.2.); an analysis of the structure and content of the 
agreements (1.3.); an examination of the main problems raised by readmission agreements 
(1.4.); and a set of policy recommendations to circumvent the hurdles encountered so far 
(1.5.). 
 
 
1. The Institutional Context 
 
Readmission agreements have become one of the most used instruments of EU control of 
illegal migration.41 In broad terms, as it is understood, readmission is a policy by which two 
or more states agree to readmit their own nationals or a third country nationals who transited 
through their country, and who do not or no longer fulfil the conditions for entry or stay in the 
territory of the requesting state.  
 
While some might think that this is a brand new policy, it is not. In fact, readmission 
agreements are a central development of the Schengen Acquis, and have been around for some 
time42 However, a survey of the literature reveals that there are at least three generations of 
readmission policy.43 There were, first, bilateral agreements which operated in the sixties, and 
involved two Member States (e.g., between France and Germany, on 22 January 1960) or a 
EU Member State and a third country (e.g. France and Norway on 18 March 1955).  
 
The second generation of readmission agreements emerged in the 1980s. It looked similar to 
the first as regards content, but differed as regards context. Indeed, while the bilateral 
agreements took place mostly out of the EU framework, so to speak, the second generation 
was embedded in the EU system, as a follow-up to the Maastricht Treaty, which entered into 
force on 1st November 1993. On this basis, readmission clauses were progressively inserted in 
agreements concluded between the EC and third countries (e.g., Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Georgia, Algeria, Egypt, Lebanon, The Cotonou Agreements).  
 
                                                 
41 J. Apap, S. Carrera and K. Kirisci, ‘Turkey in the European Area of Freedom, Security and Justice’, CEPS Working 
Document, n°3, August 2004. 
42 For instance, Article 23.1 of the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement posits that “Aliens who do not fulfil 
or who no longer fulfil the short-stay conditions applicable to the territory of a Contracting Party shall normally be required 
to leave the territories of the Contracting Parties immediately’. Moreover,  ‘Such aliens may’, so the argument runs, ‘be 
expelled from the territory of that Party to their country of origin or any other state to which they may be admitted, in 
particular under the relevant provisions of the readmission agreements concluded by the Contracting Parties”.  
43 M. Schieffer, ‘Community Readmission Agreements with Third Countries: Objectives, Substance and Current State of 
Negotiation’, European Journal of Migration and Law, vol. 5 (2003), pp. 343-357; J.P. Cassarino, ‘Informalising 
Readmission Agreements in the EU Neighbourhood’, The International Spectator, vol. 42, n°2 (2007), pp. 179-196; I. Kruse, 
‘EU Readmission Policy and Its Effects on Transit Countries: The Case of Albania’, European Journal of Migration and 
Law, vol. 8 (2006), pp. 115-142. Some authors identify four generations. For such a view, see D. Bouteillet Paquet, ‘Passing 
the Buck : A Critical Analysis of the Readmission Policy Implemented by the European Union and Its Member States’, 
European Journal of Migration and Law, vol. 5 (2003), pp. 359-377. 
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The third generation was made possible with the entry into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam 
on 1st May 1999. Here, Article 63.3(b) EC which has become the legal basis of readmission 
agreements, provides that:  “The Council, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to 
in Article 67, shall, within a period of five years after the entry into force of the Treaty of 
Amsterdam, adopt…measures on immigration policy within the following areas…illegal 
immigration and illegal residence, including repatriation of illegal residents…” On the face of 
it, the Presidency Conclusions of the Tampere European Council of 15-16 October 1999, 
reasserted the need to put illegal migration, and its central control tool (readmission), at the 
heart of policies in this domain. It posits: 
 

The European Council stresses the need for more efficient management of migration flows at all their 
stages. It calls for the development, in close co-operation with countries of origin and transit…The 
European Council calls for assistance to countries of origin and transit to be developed in order to 
promote voluntary return as well as to help the authorities of those countries to strengthen their ability 
to combat effectively trafficking in human beings and to cope with their readmission obligations 
towards the Union and the Member States.  
 
The Amsterdam Treaty conferred powers on the Community in the field of readmission. The 
European Council invites the Council to conclude readmission agreements or to include standard 
clauses in other agreements between the European Community and relevant third countries or groups 
of countries. Consideration should also be given to rules on internal readmission.44 

 
Crucially, the Laeken European Council of 17 December 2001, called for a strong and 
consistent insertion of migration policy into EU foreign policy. Point 40 of the Presidency 
conclusions puts it thus: “A true common asylum and immigration policy implies the 
establishment of the following instruments: the integration of the policy on migratory flows 
into the European Union's foreign policy. In particular, European readmission agreements 
must be concluded with the countries concerned on the basis of a new list of priorities and a 
clear action plan.”45 The said Action Plan was issued on 28 February 2002. What it brings to 
the fore, is a set of very precise criteria governing the identification of third countries with 
which new readmission agreements need to be negotiated. These are: 
 

• The migration pressure exerted by flows of persons from or via third countries, together with the 
number of persons awaiting return, needs to be assessed. 

 
• Third countries with which the European Union has concluded Association or Cooperation Agreements 

containing a readmission clause should be included; 
 

• In view of the pressure which illegal migration flows exert on the European Union's frontiers, the fact 
that a third country is adjacent to a Member State should be considered when negotiating such 
agreements; 

 
• When the Europen Community signs a readmission agreement with a third country, this should involve 

added value for Member States in bilateral negotiations; 
 

• A comprehensive approach to the fight against illegal immigration calls for a geographical balance to be 
maintained between the various regions of origin and transit of illegal migration flows.46 

 
To clarify the contours of the policy, the Commission issued a Green Paper and a 
Communication on the Community return policy on illegal residents.47 The Seville European 

                                                 
44 Tampere European Council, Presidency Conclusion, 15-16 October 1999, points 22, 26 and 27. 
45 Laekan European Council, Presidency Conclusions on Justice and Home Affairs, 14-15 December 2001. 
46 General Secretariat of the Council, Criteria for the identification of third countries with which new readmission agreements 
need to be negotiated, document 7990/02, MIGR 32, Brussels, 15 April 2002, pp. 2-3. 
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Council (21-22 June 2002) added texture to this canvas. In many ways, the Presidency 
Conclusions on Justice and Home Affairs took a more urgent tone. It was demanded that “any 
future cooperation, association or equivalent agreement which the European Union or the 
European Community concluded with any country should include a clause on joint 
management of migration flows and on compulsory readmission in the event of illegal 
immigration.”48 This preparatory work led to the adoption of a Return Action Programme by 
the Council on 28 November 2002.  
 
As a result, the increasing pressures on Member States and EU institutions to pass 
readmission agreements have led to a very dense web of readmission accords, so much so that 
in less than a decade, more than 250 agreements have been concluded. The following figure 
goes farther, as it shows a distribution of readmission agreements over time, since the 1970s. 
This includes both bilateral and multilateral agreements, which makes the issue all the more 
complex.  
Figure 1. The distribution over time of all the EU-25 Member States' bilateral agreements linked to 
readmission 

 

 

 
 
 
Source: http://www.mirem.eu/datasets/agreements/synteu5 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
47 Green Paper on a Community Return Policy on Illegal Residents, COM (2002) 175 final, Brussels, 10 April 2002. See also 
Commission Communication on a Community Return Policy on Illegal Residents, COM (2002) 564 final, Brussels, Brussels, 
14 October 2002. 
48 Seville European Council, Presidency Conclusions, 21-22 June 2002, document 13463/02, POLGEN 52, Brussels, 24 
October 2002. 
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2. A List of Readmission Agreements Entered Into Force 
 
To date, the EU has signed a readmission agreement with the following countries: 
 

• Agreement between the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region of the People’s Republic of China and the European Community on the 
Readmission of Persons Residing without Authorisation, OJ L 17, 24 January 2004. 

 
• Agreement between the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka and the European 

Community on the Readmission of Persons Residing without Authorization, OJ L 124, 
17 May 2005. 

 
• Agreement between the European Community and the Macao Special Administrative 

Region of the People’s Republic of China on the Readmission of Persons Residing 
without Authorisation, OJ L 143/97, 30 April 2004. 

 
• Agreement between the Republic of Albania and the European Community on the 

Readmission of Persons Residing without Authorisation: OJ L 124, 17 May 2005. 
 

• Agreement between the European Community and the Russian Federation on 
Readmission, OJ L 129, 17 May 2007. 

 
• Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the 

European Community and Ukraine on the Readmission of Persons, COM(2007) 0197. 
 

• Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the conclusion of the Agreement between 
the European Community and Bosnia and Herzegovina on Readmission of Persons 
Residing without Authorisation, COM(2007) 0425. 

 
• Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the 

European Community and the Republic of Montenegro on Readmission of Persons 
Residing without Authorisation, COM(2007) 0431. 

 
• Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the 

European Community and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia on 
Readmission of Persons Residing without Authorisation, COM(2007) 432. 

 
• Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the 

European Community and Serbia on Readmission of Persons Residing without 
Authorisation, COM(2007) 0438. 

 
 
 
3. An Analysis of the Structure and Content of the Agreements 
 
The signed readmission agreements have a similar structure, although they differ, if slightly, 
in content. Most simply, the EU has thus tried to keep the partners within the same kind of 
framework, in an attempt to ensure the partners that they belong to the same kind of policy. 
Moreover, a common structure makes it easier to compare and evaluate the policy afterwards. 
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However, it this structure conceals the differentiation among the partners as regards specific 
provisions. In this sense, it will be useful here to dig out the differences, and discuss the issues 
they raise.  
 
To start with, agreements between the EC and third countries on readmission are organized in 
seven sections: 
 

• Readmission obligations 
• Readmission procedure 
• Transit operations 
• Costs 
• Data protection and non-affection clause 
• Implementation and application 
• Final provisions 

 
 
3.1. Readmission Obligations 
 
The obligation to readmit is wide. It concerns four categories of persons, own nationals, third-
country nationals, stateless persons and readmission in error (i.e. individuals the requested 
state finds, within three month on average, having no link whatsoever with it). Means of 
evidence regarding these categories of persons are included in the annexes of each 
readmission agreement.  
 
The obligation to readmit runs thus:  
 

The Requested State, upon application by the Requesting State and without further formalities other 
than those provided for by this Agreement, shall readmit to its territory third-country nationals or 
stateless persons which do not, or no longer, fulfil the conditions in force for entry to or stay on the 
territory of the Requesting State…49 

 
There are few differences among countries, on this provision. While these differences might 
have little consequence on the overall impact of the agreement, they are, perhaps, worth 
mentioning, because they could bring to the fore how the EC introduces variety among 
countries that are part of the same region, that is, whose security concerns are intertwined. 
Indeed, with respect to the obligation of readmission, the agreement between the EC and the 
Federation of Russia includes, for instance, peculiarities when it comes to the validity of the 
travel document issued by the requested state, after the requesting state has issued a demand 
to readmit a person. By the same token, while for Ukraine as a Requested State, for example, 
“shall, as necessary and without delay, issue the person whose readmission has been accepted 
with the travel document with a period of validity of at least 6 months”, Moldova has to issue 
a travel document, for the person to be readmitted, with a validity of least 3 months.50 The 
problem is that, it is hard to get the sense of this difference, which is, by the way, somehow 
formulated negatively. 
 
 

                                                 
49 See, for instance, Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the European Community 
and Ukraine on the Readmission of Persons, COM(2007) 0197, Article 2 (1). 
50 Agreement between the European Community and the Republic of Moldova on the readmission of persons residing 
without authorisation, OJ L 334/149, 19 December 2007, Article 2(3). 
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3.2. Readmission Procedure 
 
Even a cursory reading of documents shows that agreements provide technical and detailed 
specifications as to how to process a readmission, according to individual cases. There are, in 
addition, counter provisions should there be any problems arising with the initial conditions.  
 
The transfer of a person starts with a formal submission of a readmission application, by the 
requesting state, to the requested state. This readmission application, which follows a 
common format, could be waived provided that the person to be transferred holds a valid 
document (e.g. identity card, travel document, visa) linking it— explicitly—to the requested 
state. Further, the readmission application shall contain all available personal information 
such as names, surnames, date and place of birth, sex, last place of residence, and means of 
evidence regarding nationality, as specified in annexes to the agreement. It shall also indicate, 
where necessary, whether the person transferred needs protection, help or care. Finally, the 
normal time limit for filling a readmission application is one year “after the requesting state 
competent authority has gained knowledge that third-country national or a stateless person 
does not, or does no longer fulfil the condition in force for entry, presence or residence.”51  
 
There are exceptions to this rule though. For example, in the case of Ukraine, it is said that 
“The application for readmission must be submitted to the competent authority of the 
Requested State within a maximum of one year after the Requesting State’s competent 
authority has gained knowledge that a third-country national or a stateless person does not, or 
does no longer, fulfil the conditions in force for entry, presence or residence.”52  
 
Montenegro is also under the same obligation, as regards the time within which an application 
for a readmission could be submitted. However, Moldova seems to have a less favourable 
deal on the matter as it is agreed that: “The application for readmission must be submitted to 
the competent authority of the Requested State within a maximum of 6 months after the 
Requesting State’s competent authority has gained knowledge that a third-country national or 
a stateless person does not, or does no longer, fulfil the conditions in force for entry, presence 
or residence.”53 The same ‘regime’ applies to the Russian Federation.54 
 
 
3.3. Transit Operations 
 
The requesting state might, provided that it cannot transfer the person directly to the requested 
state, introduce an application for a transit procedure. This procedure is not automatic, as the 
requested state may refuse, if the transit presents a number of problems, for example:  
 

• If the third-country national or the stateless person runs the real risk of being subjected to torture or to 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment or the death penalty or of persecution because of his 
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political conviction in the State of 
destination or another State of transit; 

 

                                                 
51 Ibidem, Article 8. 
52 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the European Community and Ukraine on the 
Readmission of Persons, COM(2007) 0197, Article 8 (1). 
53 Agreement between the European Community and the Republic of Moldova on the readmission of persons residing 
without authorisation, OJ L 334/149, 19 December 2007, Article 10 (1).  
54 Agreement between the European Community and the Russian Federation on readmission, OJ L 129/40, 17 May 2007, 
article 11(1). 
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• If the third-country national or the stateless person shall be subject to criminal sanctions in the 
Requested State or in another State of transit;  

 
• On grounds of public health, domestic security, public order or other national interests of the Requested 

State.55 
 
 
 
3.4. Costs  
 
It is agreed that all the costs including transit costs, are borne by the requesting state. 
However, the Member State and the competent authority of the third state might recover such 
costs from the person transferred or third parties. This, of course, is difficult to understand. 
Indeed, migrants who are sent back usually come from poor families and, in the return 
process, usually lost everything they have earned in Europe. This provision is all the more 
problematic as there are no clear criteria upon which either a Member State or a third country 
could decide to recover such costs, or not. In this light, leaving this to the will of third 
countries might lead to abuses. For instance, how could the EU checks that the individuals 
concerned are not sent to jail, for failure to pay back the costs incurred by the state in 
readmitting them? Finally, for many, being sent back to a country out of the EU already look 
like a terrible punishment. Being asked to cover the costs of readmission would mean that 
they are somewhat punished twice, for the same “ill-doing”. 
 
There are no concrete estimates of costs—human, symbolic and financial—provoked by the 
implementation of readmission agreements, yet. The point is neither to argue in favour nor 
against readmission, but to show that readmission agreement is not a cost-free policy and that 
perhaps a stringent policy in this domain might not yield the effect desired, that is, effectively 
curb irregular migration. We could only refer to what is still called the politics of expulsion. 
But even here, in nearly every aspect of it, the financial costs are difficult to parse out as the 
figures diverge from one source to another, even within individual Member States. For 
example, the French Cour des Comptes has failed to produce figures on costs of the fights 
against irregular migration. The author of this brief has also called the Belgian Ministry of 
Interior and the French one in order to have official figures on the issue. The author was told 
that it is a complex scheme to establish, because it encompasses different kinds of policies 
and sectors. The figures given here are thus tentative. Yet, for a first cut, it is possible to come 
out with tentative figures that do not depart too much from what is found in some public 
domains.  
 
In Belgium, for instance, the costs of detention camp have steadily increased in the last years: 
10 M. Euros in 2004, 11 M. Euros in 2005 and 12 M Euros in 2006. The average cost per day 
for people awaiting expulsion in a detention centre, for instance, was roughly 38.10 Euros in 
2004.56 The costs of repatriation amounted to more than five millions Euros in 2001. Or, to be 
more precise, “Les coûts de rapatriement, comprenant les billets d’avion, les frais d’obtention 
des documents, les escortes par la police fédérale, certains frais des services de police, les 
frais médicaux pour la vérification des problèmes médicaux et les scanners d’os de prétendus 

                                                 
55 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the European Community and the Republic of 
Montenegro on Readmission of Persons Residing without Authorisation, COM(2007) 0431, Article 13(3). 
56 Ligue des Droits de l’Homme (LDH), ‘Centres fermés pour étrangers: états des lieux’, 
http://www.liguedh.be/medias/601_Rapport_Etat_des_lieux_Centres_fermes.pdf 
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mineurs, l’accompagnement sur des vols, mais sans les coûts dans les centres fermés, 
s’élevaient en 2001 à 5 741 685,06 euros.”57 
 
France could be regarded as the country with a very ambitious policy in this field. It therefore 
deserves more details. Thus, according to various sources, in France it costs 100 Euros per 
day to retain a person in a centre, which is more than twice what is claimed to be the cost in 
Belgium. The average retention period is roughly 10 days, that is, 1000 Euros. The situation is 
costly for the government, as many people often stay in retention centres for more than a 
month.58 In this context, an article published by Les Echos, one of the best French newspapers 
on economics issues, is instructive (see box 1 below). 
 
What do we make of these figures? First, it should be highlighted that, in 2007, France spent, 
roughly, 687.7 Million Euros in the fight against irregular migration. These figures include 
the remunerations of those working in this sector. Second, in a compelling study, Damien de 
Blic has shown that France has spent as much as 3 Billions Euros since 2003 in the politics of 
expulsions (or what could be now put, to a certain extent, under the umbrella of 
readmission).59 Finally, at times, the money spent seems non-proportional. In 2006, an entire 
private plane was mobilized to expel a single young teenager, Suzilène Monteiro, to Cape 
Verde. But four months later, after huge demonstrations, she was finally allowed to come 
back to France. 
 
Box 1. Immigration irrégulière: forte hausse du budget des reconduites à la frontière en 2007. 
Source : Carine Fouteau, Les Echos, 27. 09.2006. Available from : 
http://www.educationsansfrontieres.org/spip.php?article1852 

… 

Malgré les gestes en faveur du co-développement…les reconduites à la frontière des étrangers 
en situation irrégulière restent la priorité du gouvernement. 

En témoigne le budget 2007 de la Police nationale, auquel « Les Echos » ont eu accès, dans 
lequel la lutte contre l’immigration irrégulière enregistre la plus forte progression : l’enveloppe 
qui y est dévolue, hors rémunération des agents de police, atteint 179,1 millions d’euros, en 
hausse de plus de 60 % par rapport à 2006 (106,8 millions d’euros). Outre les frais 
d’expulsion, ce chiffre comprend le coût du démantèlement des filières, les contrôles aux 
frontières (terrestres, maritimes et surtout aéroportuaires) ainsi que le fonctionnement et 
l’extension des centres de rétention administrative, où sont enfermés les sans-papiers avant leur 
départ. En tenant compte de la masse salariale, on obtient un total de crédits de paiement 
de 687,7 millions d’euros pour 2007, contre 534,6 millions pour 2006 : 10.894 emplois en 
équivalent temps plein sont budgétés pour l’an prochain contre 9.083 pour cette année. 

Cette accélération de la dépense publique s’explique principalement par la volonté du ministre 
de l’Intérieur d’augmenter les retours forcés, alors que le nombre de sans-papiers oscillerait 
entre 200.000 et 400.000. Une fois de plus, Nicolas Sarkozy met la pression sur les chiffres : il 
veut atteindre 28.000 éloignements (France métropolitaine) en 2007, alors même que ses 
objectifs fixés pour 2005 n’ont pas été atteints (lire ci-contre). Après la semi-parenthèse 
observée cet été, le temps de la procédure de régularisation de parents ayant des enfants 
scolarisés, les expulsions reprennent : les « charters » vers la Roumanie, notamment, se 
multiplient, au risque de financer le retour d’hommes et de femmes susceptibles de revenir, 
quelques jours après en car sur le territoire. 

                                                 
57 Answer to a Parliamentary Question. Available at http://www.dofi.fgov.be/fr/publicaties/parlementaire%20vragen/574.pdf 
58 La performance publique; See 
http://www.finances.gouv.fr/performance/performance/politique/2007/TSOBJIND_OBJ2199.htm 
59 D. de Blic, ‘Sans Papiers: l’autre « chiffre » de la politique d’expulsion,’ http://www.mouvements.info/spip.php?article26 
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Pour mener à bien sa politique, Nicolas Sarkozy a engagé, en parallèle, un programme 
d’agrandissement et de construction de centres de rétention (Nîmes, Hendaye et Orly en 2007). 
Ceux-ci affichent aujourd’hui un taux d’occupation si élevé qu’il n’est pas rare que des 
étrangers ne puissent être reconduits aux frontières faute de places. Le ministre prévoit ainsi de 
faire passer le nombre de lits de 1.447 à 2.500 en juin 2007 (+ 48,5 millions d’euros). 

« Economies d’échelle » 

Pour mesurer l’efficacité des services de police, le gouvernement s’était engagé à publier 
différents indicateurs. Mais le plus instructif d’entre eux, le taux de remise en liberté pour vice 
de procédure imputable aux fonctionnaires, n’est « pas encore prêt ». L’indicateur sur le coût 
moyen en centre de rétention a vu, lui, le jour : il devrait avoisiner 1.000 euros par étranger en 
2007 pour une durée moyenne de rétention de 10 jours, contre 875 euros en 2006 (10 jours), 802 
euros en 2005 (9,4 jours) et 606 euros en 2004 (7,8 jours). Cette hausse s’explique en partie par 
l’intégration, dans le budget du ministère de l’Intérieur, de la gestion dite hôtelière des centres 
(blanchiment, restauration, nettoyage), jusque-là prise en charge par l’administration 
pénitentiaire (Justice), et qui sera désormais externalisée. Grâce à l’augmentation de la capacité 
d’«  accueil », l’Intérieur espère, sur le long terme, faire des «  économies d’échelle ». Le 
ministère compte sur le même phénomène («  vols groupés » avec d’autres pays européens) pour 
abaisser le coût moyen des éloignements, aujourd’hui très élevé. 

Chiffres clefs…Taux d’éloignement des étrangers en situation irrégulière : 15.660 départs 
ont été réalisés en 2004, sur 69.602 mesures prises, soit un taux de 22,5 %. 

 
 
3.5. Data Protection and Non-affection Clause 
 
There are guidelines for the transmission of data related to persons to be transferred. The 
underlying principles are proportionally, purposefulness and the requirement that such 
information be only transmitted if deemed necessary for the implementation of the 
Agreement, by recognized competent authorities. However, there are no right of access to 
data by the data subject, mentioned in the texts. Of course, it is maintained that “the 
competent authorities of Member States shall abide by the provisions of Directive 95/46/EC”, 
but third countries have no obligation to follow the same provisions. They could stick to 
theirs, if any exists. In contrast, a more effective suggestion would have been to ask third 
countries with which EC agrees upon readmission schemes to leave up to the standards set by 
the above Directive.  
 
In the Agreements, moreover, there is the so-called “non-affection clause”, which states that 
“The Agreement shall be without prejudice to the rights, obligations and responsibilities of 
the Community, the Member State and (the third country) arising from International Law and, 
in particular, from any applicable International Convention or agreement to which they are 
Parties…” But as will be shown below, this is no always the case, in practice. 
 
 
3.6. Implementation and Application 
 
The contracting parties are encouraged to set up a joint readmission committee which is 
composed by the representatives of the third country and the Commission, assisted by experts 
from the Member States. As a general rule, it has the following tasks and competencies: 
 

• To monitor the application of the Agreement and have regular exchanges of information on the 
implementing Protocols drawn up by individual Member States and (the third country); 
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• To prepare proposals and make recommendations for amendments to this Agreement; 
 

• To decide on implementing arrangements necessary for the uniform application of this agreement; 
 
 
 
3.7. Final Provisions 
 
This section comprises the territorial application, the entry into force, the conditions for 
amending, the duration and termination of the Agreement. As for the territorial application, 
the UK and Ireland take part, while Denmark does not. The Agreement, which is concluded 
for an indeterminate period, could be amended by mutual consent of the contracting parties. 
Finally, the Agreement will enter into force “on the first day of the second month following 
the date on which the Parties notify each other that (it has been ratified or approved according 
to their respective procedures”. However, in most agreements, the effective entry into force is 
delayed. For example, in the readmission agreement between the EC and Ukraine, it is 
maintained that: 
 

Subject to paragraph 3 (below) of this article, this Agreement shall enter into force on the first day of 
the second month following the date on which the Parties notify each other that the procedures 
referred to in the first paragraph have been completed. 
 
The obligations set out in Article 3 of this Agreement shall only become applicable 2 years after the 
date referred to in paragraph 2 of this article. During that 2 - year period, they shall only be applicable 
to stateless persons and nationals from third-countries with which the Ukraine has concluded bilateral 
treaties or arrangements on readmission. As set out in Article 17 (2), the provisions on the 
readmission of stateless persons and nationals from third countries contained in bilateral agreements 
or other legally binding instruments which have been concluded between individual Member States 
and Ukraine shall continue to apply during this 2 - year period.60 

 
This means, in other words, that during the transition period, the bilateral readmission 
agreements concluded by Ukraine and third countries or EU Member States apply. The 
quibble, however, is that, it is difficult to know the rationale of these agreements as the 
content of the relevant documents is incredibly hard to access.  
 
 
4. The Problems Raised by Readmission Agreements 
 
Apart from the human and symbolic costs, there are two additional decisive problems raised 
by readmission agreements: First, the question of human rights; second, and related to the 
first, the domino effect. 
 
 
4.1. Human Rights 
 
To “stem the flow of illegal migrants”, readmission agreements have become the main tool of 
EC policy.61 Yet, based on strong and reliable empirical works, different reports and academic 
research highlight that readmission agreements consistently raise important issues as regards 

                                                 
60 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature of the Agreement between the European Community and Ukraine on the 
Readmission of Persons, COM(2007) 0197, Article 20 (2) and (3). 
61 Document UE-MA 2702/1 REV 1, of 27 July 2005. 
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the respect of human rights and dignity.62 Specifically, this happens in two ways, at least. On 
the one hand, many of the countries with which the EC has established readmission 
agreements, have notorious negative human rights records. Second, some states which have 
readmission agreements with the EC have set up additional agreements of the same kind, 
probably not of similar content or safeguards, with other third countries. For example, 
Ukraine has signed readmission agreements with various states, some of which have specific 
covenants with the EC, as diverse as Turkmenistan, Georgia, Turkey, Moldova or Vietnam. 
This makes the issue of readmission agreements particularly complex (See annexes), by 
diluting the responsibility of the partners with regard to the safety of those transferred.  
 
Two cases deserve to be highlighted, Ukraine and Lampedusa. To start with, the 2007 
Amnesty International Report on Ukraine starts thus: “Refugees and asylum-seekers were 
deported to countries where they were at risk of torture or ill-treatment.” It continues: 
“Ukraine violated international standards for the protection of refugees by forcibly sending 
asylum seekers and registered refugees back to their countries of origin without right of 
appeal. The UNHCR, the UN refugee agency, and nongovernmental groups criticized the 
authorities for forcibly returning 10 asylum-seekers from Uzbekistan during the night of 14-
15 February.”63 
 
The European Parliament report on Lampedusa voices similar concerns. It calls into question 
the Italian practices of systematically sending back some migrants to Libya with which an 
agreement, whose content remains unknown, was signed in 2004.   
 
The following lines give the tone of the report. The European Parliament, 
 

concerned at the collective expulsions of migrants from the island of Lampedusa in Italy to Libya 
carried out by the Italian authorities between October 2004 and March 2005, 
 
whereas the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) condemned the return of 
180 people on 17 March 2005, saying that it was far from certain that Italy had taken the necessary 
precautions to ensure that it did not send genuine refugees back to Libya, which could not be 
regarded as a place of safe asylum; whereas the UNHCR profoundly regretted the lack of 
transparency on the part of both the Italian and the Libyan authorities, 
 
concerned at the treatment and deplorable living conditions of people held in camps in 
Libya, as well as by the recent massive repatriations of foreigners from Libya to their countries of 
origin in conditions guaranteeing neither their dignity nor their survival; concerned also at the reports 
from Libyan sources of 106 alleged deaths resulting from these expulsions..., 
 
Takes the view that the collective expulsions of migrants by Italy to Libya, including those of 17 
March 2005, constitute a violation of the principle of non-refoulement and that the Italian authorities 
have failed to meet their international obligations by not ensuring that the lives of the people expelled 
by them are not threatened in their countries of origin.64 

 
 
Thus, what surfaces here is the difficulty to prevent Member States, on the basis of bilateral 
agreements, from sending back persons to countries which are known to practice torture or 
similar degrading practices, in violation of article 33 of the 1951 Geneva Convention which 
sets out that “No Contracting State shall expel or return (refouler) a refugee in any manner 

                                                 
62 See, for instance, Annabelle Roig and Thomas Huddleston, ‘EC Readmission Agreements: A Re-evaluation of the Political 
Impasse’, European Journal of Migration and Law, vol. 9 n°3 (2007), pp. 363-387. 
63 Amnesty International Report 2007, « Ukraine » p. 226. 
64 European Parliament resolution on Lampedusa, 11.04.2005.. 
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whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on 
account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political 
opinion.”65 Further, within the accelerated readmission procedure, the risk of breaching this 
article is higher. Finally, what the European Parliament mentions, rightly so, is the violation 
of article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) which states that “No one 
shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”66 This 
obligation, some may claim, only apply on the EC territory. This is disputable.67 Consistent case 
law confirms the principle that “the undertaking of the High Contracting Parties towards all 
persons under their jurisdiction extends, in respect of Article 3, to the obligation not to expose 
such persons to an irremediable situation of real danger outside their jurisdiction.”68  
 
This is exacerbated by the criminalization of irregular migration. According to Euro-
Mediterranean Human Rights Network, “The laws of a number of the Euromed countries 
foresee prison sentences for the exit from the country by any other crossing points than those 
determined by the government, or in a way that is not conform to the legislation.”69 For 
instance, Morocco and Tunisia foresee prison sentences for irregular crossing of external 
borders. This applies equally to third-country nationals and own citizens.  
 
In the Tunisia case, Law 2004-06 sets out that: 
 

Art. 34: In order to enter or leave Tunisia, travellers are required to use predetermined border 
crossings whose list has been drawn up by a joint decree of the Ministers of the Interior and Finance. 
Any Tunisian national who contravenes the provisions of the preceding paragraph is liable to the 
penalties set forth in Article 35 of this Law. 
 
Art. 35: Any Tunisian national who knowingly enters or leaves Tunisia without being in possession 
of official travel documents is liable to imprisonment for between 15 days and 6 months and a fine of 
between 30 and 120 dinars, or to one of those penalties only. In the case of a second offence, the 
offender is liable to twice the penalty set forth in the preceding paragraph. 

 
Morocco has similar rules. Indeed, Law 02-03 provides that: 
 

Art 50: Anyone who leaves the territory of Morocco illegally using…fraudulent means…as well as 
anyone who enters or leaves the territory of Morocco through exit or border crossings other than 
those determined to that effect are liable to a fine of between 3,000 and 10,000 dirhams and 
imprisonment for between one and six months, or one of those penalties only, without prejudice to 
applicable provisions of the Penal Code. 

 
This means that nothing prevents these countries, in the likely case that a readmission 
agreement is concluded, to subject their own citizens or third-country nationals to jail 
sentences, if they were sent back by any EU Member State. There is more. As regards 
Tunisia, Articles 34 and 50 of Law 2004-06 provides that once the jail sentence is completed, 
the person be sent back to his/her country of origin. This could lead to very disastrous 

                                                 
65 Emphasis added. Convention relating to the Status of Refugees Adopted on 28 July 1951 by the United Nations 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons convened under General Assembly 
resolution 429 (V) of 14 December 1950 entry into force 22 April 1954, in accordance with article 43. 
66 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as amended by Protocol No. 11. 
67 Maria-Teresa Gil-Bazo, ‘The Practice of Mediterranean States in the Context of European Union’s Justice and Home 
Affairs External Dimension: The Safe Third Country Concept Revisited’, International Journal of Refugee Law, vol. 18, n°3-
4 (2006), pp. 571-600. 
68 See Commission EDH, req. 12543/86, decision of 2 December 1986.  
69 This sub-section and the citations which follow are drawn from ‘Protection against Violations of the Rights of Migrants, 
Refugees and Asylum Seekers in the Euromed Region.’ Report by the Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Networks, 2007, p. 
5. I thank Chadi Sidhom who allowed me to dwell freely on the paper.  
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situations. An example should be enough to make the point. A person decides to leave 
Morocco and goes to Tunisia, because s/he believes that this might the best route, i.e. the least 
controlled, to the EU. If caught in Tunisia, the person will be jailed there. When the first 
sentence is completed, s/she is sent back to Morocco, where s/he will face another jail 
sentence. This is tied to the issued called the “domino effect”. The section turns to it. 
 
 
4.2. The Domino Effect 
 
There may be cases in which a country transfers people to places where human rights are 
systematically put into question. This is the so-called “domino effect”. For instance, Russia (a 
country known for wide range human rights malpractices), with which the EU has passed a 
readmission agreement has, in turn, signed a similar agreement (the exact content of which is 
unknown) with Ouzbekistan in July 2007. Under such a scheme, in fact, Russia could transfer 
people sent by EU Member States to Ouzbekistan, a country upon which the EU imposed 
sanctions in May 2005, after the Andijan Massacres.  
 
The European Parliament cannot be faulted for not having asked the Commission to take 
appropriate steps in order to alleviate these problems. In Resolution A5-0281/2003, of 4 
September 2003, the European Parliament 
 

urges the Council to adopt as soon as possible the draft directive providing for secondary protection 
for persons who are not covered by the Geneva Convention but who cannot be returned to their 
country of origin because of : the threat of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment… 
 
calls on the Member States to amend the rules on and the practice of expulsions as these are too often 
carried out illegally and undermine human dignity; calls in the strongest terms on the Member States 
in general to monitor the conditions under which collective expulsions are carried out and the practice 
of forced expulsions, which have sometimes resulted in deaths.70 

 
Unfortunately, readmission agreements signed since then seem not to have taken heed of this 
Resolution. In addition to the policy recommendations offered below, the best that could be 
suggested to the European Parliament is to reiterate its call and use all appropriate means to 
make its voice be heard.  
 
 
5. Policy Recommendations  
 
I have identified two main shortcomings: First, that many states involved in readmission 
agreements are in breach of non-refoulement, and, second, that there is a lack of publicity on 
agreements signed between Member States and third countries on the one hand, and among 
third countries, on the other. The policy recommendations which follow proposes concrete 
steps to circumvent these issues. 
 

• The EC should use all available instruments to publicize all agreements signed by 
Member States with third countries, with respect to readmission; 

 
• The EC should preferably restrict the scope of readmission agreements to the citizens 

of the third-country with which an agreement is passed;  
 

                                                 
70 Retrieved from http://www.europarl.europa.eu/comparl/libe/elsj/charter/art19/default_en.htm#8 
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• If the above (restriction) is impossible or too late to establish, the EC should make 
explicit in the forthcoming agreements with third countries the demands that any 
subsequent agreements signed by the partners, in the subject matter of readmission, be 
made public; 

 
• For agreements already signed, an amendment could be proposed by the joint 

readmission committee to make compulsory the publicity of such agreements. This is 
already imposed by article 19 of Regulation (EC) No 1931/2006 establishing a local 
border traffic which provides that: “Member States shall notify the Commission of all 
bilateral agreements…and of any denunciation or amendment thereto. The 
Commission shall make the information notified in accordance to paragraph 1 
available to the Member State and to the public by publishing it in the Official Journal 
of the European Union or by any other appropriate means”.  

 
• In a report issued on 11 January 2006, The European Parliament called “for the 

European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) to be used as a strong tool for consolidating 
democracy and the rule of law in the EU's neighbouring countries and promoting 
democratisation in non-democratic countries.”71 Thus, the EC should, systematically, 
condition the signing of a readmission agreement with a third country to the strict 
compliance with international Conventions and principles, such as the respect of 
human rights, dignity, and non-refoulement. In this context, the European Parliament 
should defend its idea that “if countries violate international and European standards 
of respect for human rights and democracy, the EU should be ready to restrict or 
suspend aid and even to cancel agreements.”72  

 
• The EC should also assess, annually, not only the efficacy of the agreement in terms 

of number of readmissions, however tempting this might be, but also in terms of the 
compliance to international standards of human rights, by consulting official reports of 
NGOs or any other agencies acting in the countries concerned; 

 
• Consequently, NGO and civil societies, broadly conceived, could be consulted in 

order to offer their assessment of the country as regards human rights, for instance.  
 

• While I agree that the costs of readmission might run high, I think the EC should keep 
and consolidate the principle that the costs incurred should be borne by the requesting 
state, not by the individual returned. The contrary might amount, for many, to a double 
sentence. The principle of solidarity among Member States could also be called upon.  

 
• In the context of data processing, the EC should assist third countries in transforming 

their legal architecture in order to ensure that the standards of data protection are as 
higher as those set by EC Directive 95/46.  

 

                                                 
71 European Parliament, ‘European Neighbourhood Policy: a tool for promoting democracy’, 11 January 2006. Rapporteur: 
Charles Tannock, available from http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/expert/briefing_page/3842-016-01-04-
20051219BRI03841-16-01-2006-2006/default_p001c006_en.htm 
 
72 European Parliament, Strasbourg Plenary, ‘The European Neighbourhood Policy: a tool for promoting democracy,’ 16-19 
January 2006. 
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• As the European Parliament rapporteur on illegal migration, Javier Moreno Sanchez 
puts it, “migrants must not be regarded as criminals.”73 The costs of criminalization 
are too high. For instance, victims of human smuggling could be afraid of contacting 
State authorities of the country in which they find themselves if they think they might 
be sent to jail. Strictly speaking, moreover, this puts the victim and the perpetrator in 
the same basket, keeping in mind that the perpetrators are rarely caught.  

 
 
 
Section II. Visa Policy, Border Control and the ENP 
 
 
1. The Schengen Regime and Its Limits 
 
Visa policy is the second main instrument used by the EU to regulate entry into and 
circulation within the territory of the EU. It is therefore part of the EU architecture of border 
management. On short stay visas, the normal regime is governed by the Schengen 
Convention. It is grounded upon three premises: 
 

• no third-country national should gain access to the territory of the Schengen states (with or without a 
short-stay visa) if he or she might constitute a ‘security risk’ for any one of the states; 

 
• an assumption that entry across one Schengen external border constitutes admission to the whole 

territory and an assumption (not as high as a presumption in law) that a short-stay visa issued by any 
participating state will be recognised for entry to the common territory for the purpose of admission 
(there are explicit exceptions justifying refusal specifically on security grounds); and 

 
• once within the common territory, the person is entitled (subject again to security exceptions) to move 

within the whole of the territory for three months out of every six without further control at the internal 
borders of the participating states.74 

 
In recent years, within the context of the ENP, is has become more and more evident that one 
of the lines of contention between the European Union and its neighbours was mobility and 
the thorny issue of visa. The 2006 Commission Communication on Strengthening the ENP 
highlights that “Mobility of persons is of the utmost importance also for all ENP partners.”75 
It continues by warning that “The Union cannot fully deliver on many aspects of the 
European Neighbourhood Policy if the ability to undertake legitimate short term travel is as 
constrained as it is currently. Yet our existing visa policies and practices often impose real 
difficulties and obstacles to legitimate travel.”76 Finally, it goes on to propose: “this can only 
be addressed in the context of broader packages to address related issues such as cooperation 
on illegal immigration, in particular by sea, combating trafficking and smuggling in human 
beings, efficient border management, readmissions agreements and effective return of illegal 
migrants….”77  
 

                                                 
73 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/expert/infopress_page/018-10644-267-09-39-902-20070823IPR09787-24-09-2007-
2007-false/default_en.htm 
74 J. Apap and A. Tchorbadjiyska, ‘What about the Neighbours ? The Impact of Schengen along the EU’s External Borders’, 
CEPS Working Document, n° 210, 2004. 
75 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on Strengthening the European 
Neighbourhood Policy, COM(2006)726 final, Brussels, 4 December 2006, p. 5. 
76 Ibidem, p. 5. 
77 Ibidem, p. 6. 
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Thus, given what might appear as a rigid set of rules, the EU has sought to establish a flexible 
framework for mobility, for certain categories of persons, in specific circumstances, for 
specific purposes. The following section examines the state of play in this field, and outlines 
whether the measures proposed could create better conditions for movement across 
boundaries, and within the EU.  
 
 
 
2. The Tools of Mobility and Their Shortcomings 
 
This section makes three moves. In the first, I discuss the overall system as set out in the EC 
Regulation No 562/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006, 
establishing a Community Code on the rules governing the movement of persons across 
borders (Schengen Borders Code). I then, second, study the main instruments of border 
control, including Common Consular Instructions (CCI), the Visa Information System (VIS), 
Community Code on Visas (CCV) and the Schengen Information System (SIS II). Finally, I 
examine two noteworthy flexible mechanisms to the general regime on which the Schengen 
Borders Code applies, namely, the local border traffic regime, the visa facilitation regime and 
the provisions that govern students and researchers’ entry and residence into the EU territory. 
 
 
2.1. The Schengen Border Code 
 
The Schengen Border Code is founded on Articles 62(1) and (2)(a) and 251 TEC. To date, the 
Schengen Border Code is probably the most integrated text on border management, at the EU 
level. The aim is to establish “the rules governing border control of persons crossing the 
external borders of the Member States of the European Union.”78 These norms are technical. 
However, they present a way forward, as they provide a much needed common framework of 
reference for authorities and agencies dealing with EU borders management, including the 
European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of 
the Member States (Frontex). It is structured around four titles and forty articles.  
 

• Title I. General provisions 
• Title II. External borders 
• Title III. Internal borders 
• Title IV. Final provisions 

 
The Schengen Borders Code transforms border management in substantial ways. For instance, 
the rights of persons crossing the border are improved. First, “at the request of a third-country 
national, insertion of an entry or exit stamp may be dispensed with if insertion might cause 
serious difficulties for that person” (article 10.3.e). Second, “Third-country nationals subject 
to a thorough second line check shall be given information on the purpose of, and procedure 
for, such a check” (article 7.5). Third, and finally, refusal of entry will be less arbitrary as it 
has to be justified. Further, persons refused entry have a right to appeal, although this has no 
suspensive effect on the decision. Be that as it may, article 13(3) provides that “Appeals 
should be conducted in accordance with national laws. A written indication of contact points 

                                                 
78 Article 1, Regulation No 562/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006 establishing a 
Community Code on the rules governing the movement of persons across borders (Schengen Borders Code), OJ L 105/1, 
13.04.2006. 
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able to provide information on representatives competent to act on behalf of the third-country 
national in accordance with national law shall also be given to third-country national.”       
 
Moreover, the possibility to temporary reintroduce border control at internal borders is now 
carefully monitored and somewhat limited (articles 23-31). The guidelines thus formalized 
might perhaps reduce abuses by some Member States. For instance, apart from overriding 
urgent circumstances, “Where a Member State is planning to reintroduce border control at 
internal borders…it shall as soon as possible notify the other Member States and the 
Commission…The information…shall be subject the subject of consultations between the 
Member States and the Commission, with a view to organising, where appropriate, mutual 
cooperation between the Member States and to examining the proportionality of the measures 
to the events giving rise to the reintroduction of border control” (article 24.1.3). In this light, 
the Member State which decided to reintroduce the border checks shall “present a report to 
the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission on the reintroduction of border 
control at internal borders, outlining, the operation of the checks and the effectiveness of the 
reintroduction of border control” (article 29).   
 
However, there remain some problems. First, the possibility to be searched in a private area, 
for those who have to go through a thorough second line check is subject to the existence of 
appropriate facilities, the presence of which is not made mandatory wherever these checks are 
carried out (article 7.4). Philippe Bonditti has shown that thorough checks are often 
humiliating.79 This can take the form of ridicule. It has happened, in certain cases, that people 
are asked to take off their jacket, their belt, their shoes and their socks. It is reported that a 
person who had two toes cut by an accident, did not want to remove his shoes in public, but 
was forced do so and thus ridiculed.80 Moreover, in many cultures, to be touched by someone 
you don’t know, is seen as a sign of disrespect. In this light, erecting facilities ensuring the 
dignity and privacy of persons thoroughly checked should be made compulsory. 
 
Second, the list of supporting documents that the border guard may request to verify the 
fulfilment of entry conditions is left open (article 5(2)). This means, in other words, that 
Member States could still add new requirements that might differ from what applies at a 
different entry point of the European Union. The immediate result could be lack of coherence. 
In fact, if the external borders are held to be common, shouldn’t the documents for entry be 
consistent, across Member States? 
 
Third, there is a lack of specification as regards the Committee foreseen by article 33. The 
only information is that the Commission will be “assisted” by the “Committee”. But who are 
the members of the said Committee? What will be the scope of its functions? To whom is it 
accountable, if at all?  
 
 
2.2. The Schengen Information System (II) 
 
The SIS is a large repository of data which has a relatively short, but successful history. It was 
set up to compensate for the removal of internal borders in the Schengen Convention of 1985 
signed, initially, by Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands and later 

                                                 
79 See P. Bonditti, Anthropology of Journey from Paris to Canada, 2005. Report made available to Challenge 
(www.libertysecurity.org). 
80 On the mechanisms of ridicule, see J. M. Waller, ‘Ridicule as a Weapon,’ Public Diplomacy White Paper, No. 7, The 
Institute of World Politics, Washington, 2006 (www.iwp.edu). 
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extended to other EU Member States in 1990. The SIS has been in operation since 26 March 
1995. It is, therefore, the oldest EU internal security database. It comprises a central database 
(C-SIS) and a network of national SIS (N-SIS), which transmits data on persons and objects 
to the central database. Its purpose is to maintain “public order and security, including 
national security…and to apply the provisions of this Convention relating to the movement of 
persons…using information transmitted by the system.”81   
 
Member States contribute information to the SIS on five categories of persons: individuals 
wanted for arrest or extradition (article 95); third country nationals to be refused entry (article 
96); persons missing or to be placed under temporary police protection (article 97); witnesses 
or other persons summoned to appear in court (article 98); and, finally, persons wanted for 
discreet surveillance or specific checks (article 99). Figures on the SIS show that unwanted 
third country nationals constitute the largest number of entries on persons (approximately 90 
per cent).  
 
The SIS patterns its operation on a ‘hit or no hit’ model, that is, if a person is listed in the 
database, entering information on her/him will produce a hit followed by a command to 
‘apprehend that individual’, depending on the case. However, to obtain detailed information 
on the subject, the competent authority resorts to appropriate national contact points of 
SIRENE (Supplementary Information Request at the National Entry). In other words, the SIS 
operates as an index of national SIRENE systems. SIS is currently fully used by 15 states (13 
EU Member States, plus Iceland and Norway). The presence of the UK and Ireland, non-
signatories of the Convention, is highly instructive. 
 
The structure of an information system changes in line with changes to its functioning and in 
the nature of the data it processes. Available statistics testify to a steady increase in the 
number of objects and subjects stored in the SIS, from about four million in 1995 to roughly 
15 million records in 2005. The SIS was designed, however, for a maximum of 18 members. 
This means that the last rounds of enlargement have overstepped its capacity. Throughout the 
1990s, a period seen by Didier Bigo82 and others as the ‘golden age’ of the Schengen 
Convention, plans to develop the second generation of the SIS (called SIS II) were drawn up 
in order to adapt to the growing number of members. 
 
The terrorist attacks of 11 September created new demands to revamp it. In this context, 
biometric data became a central element in the architecture of information collection, 
exchange and storage. However, the current SIS is confined to processing alphanumerical 
data and cannot, therefore, hold biometric identifiers such as fingerprints and facial images.83 
There was, too, concern that to fight terrorism, a purely control-oriented data system, 
restricted to a compensatory role of ensuring freedom of movement of persons in the EU, 
would not be effective. Hence, as the Council put it: “the idea of using the SIS data for other 
purposes than those initially foreseen and specially for police information purposes in a broad 
sense, is now widely agreed upon and even follows from the Council Conclusions after the 
events of 11 September 2001.”84 In the same vein, access to the SIS has been granted to 
additional agencies such as Europol, Eurojust, national judicial authorities and vehicle 
registration authorities. It is important, therefore, systematically to examine the likely effects 

                                                 
81 Schengen Convention 1990, article 93. 
82 D. Bigo, Polices en réseaux: l’expérience européenne (Paris: Presses de Sciences Po, 1996). 
83 Council of the European Union, ‘Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 
Establishment, Operation and Use of the Second Generation Schengen Information System’ (SIS II). 5709/10/06. 
84 Council of the European Union, ‘Access by Europol to the Schengen Information System’, 5970/02. 
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of increased access to SIS data and the likely implications of transforming the SIS into an 
investigative tool; who enters the system and for what purposes, affects its substance and role. 
 
To start with, according to the Europol Convention (OJ C316, 1995), Europol is an agency 
whose objective is to ‘improve [through obtaining, collating and analysing information and 
intelligence], the effectiveness and co-operation of the competent authorities in the Member 
States in preventing and combating terrorism’ (Article 2). The immediate effect of 
counterterrorism has been to extend the mandate of Europol to include crimes (listed in the 
Annex of Article 2) such as murder, hostage-taking, corruption, motor vehicle crime, illegal 
migration and smuggling). In addition, within Europol, a team of counter-terrorism experts 
has been set up in order to obtain and examine information, investigate the likelihood of 
various threats and conduct operational and strategic studies.85 
 
The expansion of Europol’s operational territory adds to the pressure to gain access to the 
SIS. The case for access appears in the EU Action Plan on Organized Crime and was one of 
the requirements raised by the Commission after 9/11 on the assumption that the “SIS can 
substantially assist in the identification of terrorist suspects.”86 Europol’s case for direct and 
full access to all facts in the SIS, including those on third country nationals to be refused entry 
was that: 
 

In order to carry out a complete strategic analysis including risk assessments in the field of crime, 
Europol needs to have the greatest possible access to European databases. The SIS is a fundamental 
part of these databases [. . .] Access to the SIS database in the following forms is essential: consult all 
information in the SIS; partial downloading of data in order to carry out analysis and statistical 
studies; possibility of updating SIS by adding, deleting and modifying information.87 

 
The Council’s decision of February 2005 (2005/211/JHA) introduced both new functions for 
the SIS, including the fight against terrorism, while allowing Europol to access data under 
articles 95, 97 and 99. The same decision also granted Eurojust, whose task is to enhance the 
development of Europewide co-operation in criminal justice cases, the right of access to 
information entered in accordance with articles 95 and 98 into the SIS. In sum, 
counterterrorism provides for the exchange of information far beyond the SIS initial remit.88 
 
The exclusion of article 96 suggests, at first sight, that Member States have so far resisted the 
idea of securitizing third country nationals to be refused entry. They are not, in other words, 
constitutive of the security continuum created by the access granted to Europol and Eurojust, 
to data under articles 95, 97, 98 and 99. That statement is not, however, borne out in practice. 
Indeed, according to the Council Decision, national judicial authorities have the right of 
access to information on different persons entered into the SIS and can search them directly 
without restriction. This would seem to lump them all under the category of threat. Those 
national authorities comprise, for example, “those responsible for the initiation of public 
prosecutions in criminal proceedings and judicial inquiries prior to indictment, in the 
performance of their tasks, as set out in national legislation” (Council Decision 2005/211/ 
JHA). Two difficulties stand out here. For one thing, the security continuum, partly avoided at 

                                                 
85 Council of the European Union, ‘Conclusions adopted by the Council’ (Justice and Home Affairs), Brussels. 20.09.2001 
SN 3926/6/01. 
86 Aus, J.P. ‘Supranational Governance in an “Area of Freedom, Security and Justice”: Eurodac and the Politics of Biometric 
Control’. University of Sussex: Sussex European Institute, Working Paper No. 72, 2003, p. 32. Available at: 
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88 See A. Garside, ‘The Political Genesis and Legal Impact of Proposals for the SIS II: What Cost for Data Protection and 
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the European level by restricting access to data that relate to specific tasks accomplished by a 
given agency, is established by granting national judicial authorities complete access to data 
held in SIS. On the other hand, as Ben Hayes argues, ‘given the relationships with national 
judicial authorities (through the “Eurojust College”, European Judicial Network or joint 
investigation teams) this will potentially extend access by EU agencies.’89  
 
The fight against terrorism has therefore transformed the SIS from a “reporting tool” to a 
reporting and “investigative system.”90 Further, on the basis that threats evolve and that a 
system should adjust accordingly, the JHA Council has assumed that the new SIS would have 
to be a flexible tool that will be able to adapt to changing circumstances. In this sense, the SIS 
will remain an open-ended system thereby allowing the inclusion of new requirements, as and 
whenever the EU deems it appropriate. Such modifications include, for example, the 
introduction of new categories of data, modifying the duration of storage and the possibility 
of extending access to and the search for data by new authorities. In short, the functioning of 
the SIS varies as its features change and the variations tell us something about the nature of 
the threat and its perceived intensity. 
 
For “technical reasons”, the entry into force of SIS II has been considerably delayed. It is 
expected that it will be operational probably in the second half of 2009.91 Meanwhile, 
newcomers to the Schengen border-free zone have access to the current system, through what 
is known as the ‘SISone4ALL’ scheme’. The SISone4ALL is a “clone” of Portugal’s national 
system, shared by nine Member States, and allowing those to connect to the Central system 
(C-SIS), till SIS II is operational. It was agreed upon at the informal Tampere Council on 21 
and 22 September 2007. In a Report issued on 10 May 2007, Carlos Coelho recommended 
that European Parliament supports SISone4ALL arguing that: 
 

the development of SIS II is - and must continue to be – the absolute priority. The technical experts 
claim that the implementation of SISone4All does not imply any further delays in implementing SIS 
II, and have even said that the former might constitute a contribution to speeding up the procedure, 
since the bulk of the investment made by the new Member States in SISone 4All will be exploited 
within the context of SIS II, e.g. the establishment of SIRENE offices, the establishment of N-SIS 
departments, plus border. 

 
He then concluded: 
 

Your rapporteur therefore recommends that this initiative be approved, and supports the Council 
taking a decision on the application of the provisions of the Schengen acquis relating to the SIS for 
the new Member States. This means that it will not be for lack of access to SIS that any Member 
State will be deprived of full participation in the Schengen Area, as soon as all the requisite 
conditions for abolishing checks at external borders (Schengen Assessment) have been met.92 

 

                                                 
89 B. Hayes, ‘From the Schengen Information System to SIS II and the Visa Information System (VIS): The Proposals 
Explained’, 2004, pp. 13-14. Statewatch Analysis.Available at: «http://www.statewatch.org». 
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92 Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs, the Schengen acquis relating to the Schengen Information System 
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2.3. Common Consular Instructions (CCI) 
 
The author of this paper has, in the past, written a policy brief on the transformations of the 
CCI, with E. Guild and A. Szymborska and A. Weinar. 93 This section summarizes the 
argument.  
 
The aim of the policy brief, as set out in the abstract, was to present and critically discuss the 
content of the Common Consular Instructions (CCI). In this context, the aim of the paper was 
therefore to offer an analysis of CCI which covers a broad range of aspects, including their 
operability, their coherence, as well as the technical, legal and political problems they raise. 
The policy brief then proceeded to address three main sets of questions: What are the 
technical issues related to the CCI? What are the legal problems related to CCI? What are the 
political problems related to CCI? Throughout, a particular emphasis was put on the proposed 
amendments of CCI and their potential impact on individual rights. 
Specifically, the Common Consular Instructions (CCI) are part of the Schengen acquis which 
was inserted into the EC and EU Treaties by virtue of a protocol to the Treaty of Amsterdam 
(now a protocol to the EU Treaty). They set out the nuts and bolts of EU visa practice 
regarding third-country nationals who seek a short-stay visa to come to the EU. In view of the 
importance of border controls and the issuing of visas, the Executive Committee of CISA was 
charged with preparing two handbooks: one on the procedures to be used at the external 
borders of the Schengen states and a second on how consular authorities should issue short-
stay visas to third-country nationals. The manual on the issuing of visas is entitled the 
Common Consular Instructions. The CCI were issued to all participating states’ consular 
authorities for the purpose of determining visa applications. The CCI were confidential and 
remained confidential until they became part of EU law.  

The CCI are divided into eight sections: general provisions, including the scope and definition 
of visas (there are at least 8 different types of the so-called ‘Schengen visa’); the diplomatic 
mission or consular post responsible for determining any visa application; the initiation of an 
application procedure, which includes the rules on documents, guarantees of means and return 
and personal interviews; the legal basis; the examination of applications and decisions taken, 
including detailed instructions on how visa officers should consider applications; instructions 
on how to fill in stickers (a very practical section); administrative management and 
organisation and consular cooperation at a local level. 

The CCI are not a rigid set of rules, but a flexible body of procedures and rules. They might 
change, should new requirements arise. In this context, COM (2006) 269 proposes 
amendments to the CCI to include biometric identifiers as part of the visa process. The 
proposal thus claims that all visa applicants must provide a facial image and submit to having 
ten flat fingerprints taken on their first application for an EU visa. This information will be 
stored in the Visa Information System (VIS). On any subsequent visa applications, they will 
not be required to provide these biometric data again. 

                                                 
93 For the full document, see T. Balzacq and E. Guild, A. Szymborska and A. Weinar, ‘An Analysis of the Current Common 
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2.4. Community Code on Visas (CCV) 
 
The legal bases for the CCV are: 
 

• Articles 62(2)(b)(ii) of the EC Treaty (TEC) because the proposed legislation 
establishes common rules on visas for intended stays of no more than three months; 
and 

• Article 62(2)(a) of the TEC on ‘standards and procedures to be followed by Member 
States in carrying out checks on persons at such external borders’, in order to integrate 
provisions on airport transit visa (ATV) into the unique Code on Visas.  

 
The CCV is organized around five titles, and 49 articles: 
 

• Title I. General provisions 
• Title II. Receipt and processing of visa applications 
• Title III. Administrative management and organization 
• Title IV. Local consular cooperation 
• Title V. Final provisions 

 
Crucially, the CCV changes the landscape of the legal framework on short-stay visas. In fact, 
its overall aim is to incorporate “into one Code on Visas of all provisions governing the 
issuance of visas and decisions in relation to refusal, extension, annulment, revocation and 
shortening of visas issued.” As such, this development should lead to the integration of a large 
body of the CCI provisions into this new Regulation (however, annex 2 has not been inserted 
in the CCV). Put differently, the EU common visa policy will, as a consequence, be built 
upon a four pillar legal structure, comprising: 
 

• Regulation (EC) No 539/2001 of 15 March 2001 listing the third countries whose 
nationals must be in possession of visas when crossing the external borders and those 
whose nationals are exempt from that requirement (legal basis: TEC 62(2)(b)(i); 

• Council Regulation (EC) No 1683/95 of 29 May 1995 laying down the uniform format 
for visas (legal basis: TEC 62(2)(b)(iii); 

• Council Regulation (EC) No 333/2002 of 18 February 2002 on a uniform format for 
forms for affixing the visa issued by Member States to persons holding travel 
documents not recognised by the Member State drawing up the form (legal basis: TEC 
62(2)(b)(iii); 

• Regulation the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a Community 
Code on Visas. 

 
The CCV introduces new obligations, however. For instance, Article 23 requires that “the 
decision stating the precise reasons for the refusal shall be given by means of the standard 
form set out in Annex IX. This form shall also be used when the visa is refused at the border.” 
This is a very important step, one that has to be outlined, as this will ensure that the visa 
applicant knows the grounds on which a visa was denied. Moreover, it will help to alleviate 
the accusation often levelled at consular authorities that visa applications are handled 
arbitrarily.  
 
The CCV relates to the Visa Information System (VIS). In effect, it first reiterates that 
biometric identifiers of applicants (facial images and ten fingerprints) be collected, “except 
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for Children under the age of 6 and Persons where fingerprinting is physically impossible” 
(Cf. Article 11(5)a.b.). Further, it adds that “In respect of each visa application the VIS shall 
be consulted” (See Article 18(3)). Finally, by the same token, acceptance, annulment, 
revocation, extension or shortening as well as refusal of a visa should be inserted in the VIS. 
However, “Given the fact that the VIS Regulation has been based on the current acquis, it 
must be adapted to the amended acquis as provided for in the Code on Visas. Such a proposal 
will have to be based on the appropriate legal basis (Article 66 TCE).” 
 
 
2.5. The Visa Information System (VIS) 
 
The legal basis of the VIS are Article 62 point (2)(b)(ii) and Article 66 of the EC Treaty. The 
basic question, to start with, becomes: what is VIS? In a nutshell, it is a system for the 
exchange of visa data among Member States. It was developed gradually. The European 
Council of Thessaloniki on 19 and 20 June 2003 held that “a coherent approach I needed in 
the EU on biometric identifiers or biometric data which would result in harmonised solutions 
for documents for third-country nationals, EU citizens’ passports and information systems 
(Visa Information System – VIS and the second generation of the Schengen Information 
System – SIS II).94 The project of setting up a VIS was decided upon by the Council in June 
2002 following recommendations by both the Laeken and Seville European Councils.  
 
The Commission tabled its proposal in December 2004. After more than two years of 
negotiation, discussions and amendments, the European Parliament adopted its report on the 
VIS in June 2007 followed quickly by the JHA Council. The main goals of the VIS are: 
‘Improving the implementation 
of the common visa policy, consular co-operation and consultation between visa authorities 
by facilitating the exchange of data between Member States’. The VIS therefore is designed 
to:  
 

facilitate checks at border crossing points and within the territory of the Member States; [. . .] assist 
on the identification of any person who may not, or may no longer fulfil the conditions for entry to, 
stay or residence on the territory of the Member States; [. . .] contribute to the prevention of threats to 
the internal security of any Member State.95 

 
Thus, from the start the VIS is framed as a “multipurpose tool”.96 In the abstract, the VIS is 
structured in the same manner as the SIS with a central VIS and national interfaces. All 
participant Member States will be entitled to consult the central VIS (via their national 
interface), in order to ensure that the information transmitted about individuals is correct and 
consistent with the data previously recorded.  
 
The VIS is meant to operate on wide margins. Indeed, visa authorities, border control 
agencies, immigration authorities and internal security officials will all have access to the 
VIS. Here again, the door is open to Europol, emphasizing, if only implicitly, prosecution and 
surveillance, rather than border control. More specifically, the Proposal would enable Europol 
to ‘obtain access for consultation of the Visa Information System for the purposes of the 
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prevention and investigation of terrorist offences and of other serious criminal offences’ 
(article 1).  
 
This has caused the European Data Protection Supervisor97 to urge EU Member States to keep 
in mind that the VIS was primarily developed in ‘view of the European visa policy, not as a 
law enforcement tool’. This explains, though only in part, the fact that Europol will be 
allowed to retrieve information only with the express consent of the Member State which 
entered the data into the VIS. However, what appear to be safeguards have been regarded by 
Europol as detrimental to the fight against terrorism.98 In this light, the challenge for the SIS, 
Eurodac and the VIS will be to resist new pressures from various agencies to have direct 
access to the information they host. The Communication on database interoperability 
suggests, however, that the pressures will be difficult to resist. Even though the databases do 
not communicate, at present, there is clear evidence that they might.99 For instance, Europol 
and Eurojust are currently developing a new scheme of co-operation which, in practice, 
interlinks substantial parts of the SIS and Eurodac. The result is that the two agencies might 
develop wider access to data – with the exception of article 96 – recorded in two databases 
designed for distinct purposes. 
 
 
2.6. The Visa Facilitation Regime 
 
The EU knows that visas are essential for the movement of neighbours’ citizens, but also for 
cultural and economics exchanges.100 Specifically, with the different rounds of enlargement, 
the borders of the EU have moved the frontiers far East, in an unprecedented manner. The 
consequence is that, by getting into the Schengen space, some of the countries that used to 
have amiable relationships including flexible boundaries have to abide by Schengen norms 
and expectations, among which ranks first the fight against illegal migration. This, of course, 
creates strains on the relationships between new EU Members and neighbouring third 
countries (e.g., Ukraine and Russia). To circumvent this problem, the EU has thus tried to use 
the visa regime as an incentive to get ENP partners to sign readmission agreements.  
 
The multi-annual scheme on justice and home affairs, i.e., the ‘Hague Programme’”, puts it in 
the following terms: “The European Council…invites the Council and the Commission to 
examine, with a view to developing a common approach, whether in the context of the EC 
readmission policy it would be opportune to facilitate, on a case by case basis, the issuance of 
short-stay visas to third-country nationals, where possible and on a basis of reciprocity, as part 
of a real partnership in external relations, including migration-related issues.”101 Further, the 
Common approach on visa facilitation approved in December 2005 emphasizes that “The EC 
should take account of the following factors inter alia in deciding whether to open 
negotiations on visa facilitation with third countries: whether a readmission agreement is in 
place or under active negotiation…” 
 
So far, visa facilitation agreements have been signed with the following countries: 
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• Agreement between the European Community and the Republic of Albania on the 

facilitation of the issuance of visas, OJ L 334/85, 19.12.2007. 
 

• Agreement between the European Community and the Bosnia and Herzegovina on the 
facilitation of the issuance of visas, OJ L 334/97, 19.12.2007. 

 
• Agreement between the European Community and the Republic of Montenegro on the 

facilitation of the issuance of visas, OJ L 334/109, 19.12.2007. 
 

• Agreement between the European Community and the Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia on the facilitation of the issuance of visas, OJ L 334/125, 19.12.2007. 

 
 
It becomes evident that this policy has missed its first targets, that is, ENP partners for which 
visa facilitation might be a strong incentive to cooperate. In this context, some may argue that 
there is no visible logic governing the system, as the EU claims that its priorities are the ENP 
partners, but shows more alacrity in signing a visa facilitation agreement with non-ENP 
members. We know that one of the reasons why the negotiations with Morocco are virtually 
staled is because there remains some resistance on the EC side to append a visa facilitation 
regime to the demand of readmission. Here, thus, the EC will have to demonstrate that it 
could offer the same incentive to all the partners, regardless of their geographic localisation. 
 
Visa facilitations share quite the same structure; the content does not vary much either. In 
fact, the facilitation of the issuance of visas is regarded as a first concrete step towards a visa 
free travel regime. The purpose is to alleviate the hurdles towards the issuance of visas for “an 
intended stay of no more than 90 days per period of 180 days to the nationals of (a third 
country which the EC has signed an agreement.”102 The facilitation concerns the documentary 
evidence regarding the purpose of the journey; fees for processing visa applications (35 
euros) which could be waived for certain categories, such as close relatives of nationals of the 
third country legally residing in the territory of the Member States, members of official 
delegations invited to attend an event in the territory of a Member State, pupils, students, 
post-graduate students and accompanying teachers who travel for the purpose of research, 
education or training, children under the age of six, disabled persons, journalists, 
pensioners;103 the issuance of multiple-entry visas, which depends on the good use of the visa 
previously made by the persons; length of procedures for processing visa applications; the 
territorial validity of the visas thus issued, which is, as a rule, equal to that enjoyed by EU 
citizens. 
 
 
2.7. Local Border Traffic 
 
Regulation (EC) No 1931/2006 of the European Parliament and the Council establishes a 
mechanism of border traffic in order to facilitate the movement of residents of border 
residents. In this light, it is regarded as a formal derogation to the rules set out in Regulation 
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(EC) No 562/2006 establishing the Schengen Borders Code, as provided by article 35. Its 
legal basis is Article 62(2)(a) TEC. 
 
Beside the added value of providing for efficient system which organizes the regular crossing 
of an external border, the Regulation on local border traffic comprises, inter alia, three 
important features: First, it establishes a local border traffic permit which is valid in the 
border area, this is “an area that extends no more than 30 kilometres from the border.” Or, “If 
part of (a) district lies between 30 and 50 kilometres from the border line, it shall nevertheless 
be considered as part of the border area”.104 Importantly, moreover, the permit could be free 
of charge. 
 
Second, to implement the Regulation, Member States are allowed to maintain or conclude 
agreements with third countries, provided that such agreements do not affect the rationale of 
the rules set out in the local border traffic Regulation.  
 
Third, and finally, there is an endogenous acceptance that the Regulation could be improved 
or tightened. This gives room for the Parliament or other actors involved in border traffic to 
highlight achievements, problems, and possible solutions. In fact, Article 19 provides that “By 
January 2009, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and the 
Council on the implementation and functioning of the local border traffic regime…That shall 
be accompanied, where necessary, by appropriate legislative proposals”.  
 
I agree that it is one of the central tasks of the Commission to foresee and monitor how the 
policy unfolds in this domain and report to the EP. But I believe that the European Parliament 
could be more proactive in seeking additional information which might help it read the 
Commission Report with an informed eye. The EP might, for instance, in the run up to the 
Report, organize meetings or hearings (as the case applies) with different stakeholders to the 
local border regimes, including those who are most concerned by it, that is, residents of 
border areas.      
 
 
3. Policy Recommendations 
 

• The local border regime foresees a Report to the European Parliament and the Council 
by January 2009. To prepare the discussion and build an informed answer to the 
Report, the European Parliament should be proactive in seeking additional sources that 
might help it read the Commission document in a more effective way. It might, for 
instance, in the run up to the Report, organize meetings with different stakeholders to 
the local border regimes, including those who are most concerned by it, that is 
residents of the border areas, civil societies of the ENP partners, NGOs and, of course, 
state representatives. Those meetings or hearings could be organized between 
September and November 2008.     

 
• The Commission regrets, in its Communication for a Strong European Neighbourhood 

Policy, that the different tools for flexibility are “not being used fully.” I follow its 
recommendation that “Member States…conclude agreements with neighbouring third 
countries to improve people-to-people contacts in border areas…to full advantage”.105   

                                                 
104 Article 3. 
105 Commission Communication, A Strong European Neighbourhood Policy.  
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• The EC should take appropriate steps to offer ENP partners more opportunities to 

enter a visa facilitation agreement of the same quality as those signed with countries of 
the Balkans.  

 
• The list of documents to be presented at the borders to fulfil the entry conditions 

should further be harmonised. There should be exactly the same kind, and number, of 
documents to present regardless of the entry points of the EU Member States which a 
third-country national decides to cross. It could be posted on the consulate website. 
Article 41 of the Community Code on Visas makes a first step in this direction, though 
more need to be specified, as the demands made to consulates remain vague. It 
acknowledges that “It is essential that applicants are well informed primarily of the 
criteria and procedures for applying for a visa. Given recent developments, where call 
centres, appointment systems and outsourcing is introduced, efforts must be made to 
ensure that applicants are well informed about where and how to submit their 
application.” 

 
• Erecting facilities ensuring the dignity and privacy of persons thoroughly checked at 

various EU entry points should be made compulsory. 
 

• The flexibility introduced in the visa regime, such as the possibility to issue a 
multiple-entry visa to bona fide travellers should be used more consistently.  
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Annexes: The gradual density of the network of bilateral agreements linked to 
readmission 
The annexes are drawn from: http://www.mirem.eu/datasets/agreements/synteu5 
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